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INTRODUCTION
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2INTRODUCTION
A, Problem raised by the present need:
Science tells us that man is the supreme product of the
ages. The lower forms of life made contributions to each suc-
cessive stage until eventually man arrived. He was not at first
the creature he is today. Yet even In the dim ages of the past
he was superior to all other forms of life in that he was en-
dowed with a conscious, actively operating Intelligence. V/ith
this instrument man more or lesr consciously 3et about chang-
ing the world to fit his desires. In this process of world-
building his character developed, but its development was far
less consciously directed. The vrorld developments of the last
few years have made evident the need for a program of character
education; for methods and technique to be developed whereby the
individual may achieve mor^l character.
Every newspaper we read give- evidence of the break-down
of morals among vast numbers of individuals. Theft, murder, sui-
cide all forms of license run rampant. So great has the problem
become that thinking people have seen the necessity for some or-
ganized effort toward preventive as well as remedial measures.
"The years since the '.Vorld Var have seen an increasing
realization on the part of the public and educators a-
llke of the need for moral and civic education. The
events of the time, ranging from revival of feuds in
the Cumberlands to the apathy of voters and the scan-
dal of the Teapot Dome, from the crime of the raisedu-
>f religious sectarianism
into our politics, these and a host of other events
have given some of the more serious of the educational
workers serious cause to think, serious cause to devise

3aome means of meeting at least a fevr of these problems . "( 1)
If we were not concerned with the salvation of the indi-
vidual we would at least be concerned for society as it reaps the
results of individual im orality. Society is so much an or anism
tli t no one Individual can live sufficiently apart from others
not to liave his influence felt.
""odern society lias become so highly articulated that
the welfare of all is at the mercy of each. In a mutual-
istlc ace such as ours, many of our vital Interests must
be e trusted to others. The greatest danger to individual
and social welfare co-ies from the betrayal of trust. It
is the business of organized society to protect itself and
its weaker members from betrayal at the hands of those who
are both strong and selfish." (2)
'/There has society Called in the past? .hat meth )ds can
be used to develop a higher morality?
B. Failure to me^t the need In the past:
It is with the problem of character education that this
paper is concerned. The discussion of the problem will be limi-
ted to the period of middle adolescense which we know to be one
of the most if not the most unstable period of li.?e. The fact that
many young people in the last year of this period leave home for
the first tine makes it particularly important that moral charac-
ter be well on its way to firm establishment before high school is
completed. It would seem, therefore, that cliaracter education
would be an essential part of the curriculum of the secondary school.
Three institutions -play a part in the shaping of an
individual's development. These are home, school and church.
(1) Rich, Stephen G. "A Constructive Program for "oral and Civic
Habit Formation" Education Hot. 1924, Vol. 45, ,3.
(2) Voelker, Paul F. The Function of Ideals in Social Education
Page 2. ' "

4In the past, the school has contented Itself with developing
the brain. It lias been a "word school." The teacher has been
"a word teacher, a fountain spouting; language five
hours a day, the tools of educitlon are words, words
multiplied into books and piled high into libraries
V/here, all this time is the spirit of the child?
Where is the soul of him? ./hat was done to nourish
this the real, actual child?" (1)
In the past the develonment of character has been left
to the home and church. It was no concern of the school, 3ut
in the comnlexlty of modern life, the home has lost much of its
influence, so we can depend on no support from that source. Like-
wise has the church of the past failed to meet the situation.
The church through Its Sunday School, attempted to tench the
meaning of the religious life, honing that by fil ing the mind
of the child with good thoughts on Sunday, he would be full of
good deeds for his week day activity. 3ut such was not the case.
I know of one girl who could quote more Scripture than any other
girl of her age. Yet when a moral crisis presented Itself in
later adolescence, she failed to see the connection between the
preceptn she had learned and the action required if she would re-
main true to her word training. This is ty leal of numberless
cases that any worker with young people can readily recall. It
is evident that we must dc more than store the it *.nd with orecepts.
.Ve must make the highest values of life so greatly to be desired
that there can be no denying of them without consequent loss of
self-respect. Fairchild says,
"The problem of character education is to succeed In dis-
covering ways and means and methods by which the inheri-
ted capacities of each and every child shall be stimulated
and guided to development into adult character worthy of
(1) Patri, /Vngelo: "Building Character through Self-Discipline"
Delineator May 1923.
rc I
5citizenshln in our nation and of participation In human
civilization." (1)
These three agencies; school, home, church have failed
in 'he oast. How they are awaking to the necessity for action.
School and church are seeking ne~7 methods, 'Thatever method is
used to develop character, It must guarantee the function of the
whole self. To this end, character development by the creation
of an ideal 1^ irged. Let all three agencies learn the technique
for the development _af ideals and apnly It.
The use of the ideal as a method for c~ aracter develop-
ment and moral instruction will be explained in this paper. The
definite aims of moral education as set forth in educational maga-
zines and monographs will be considered when the method is con-
sidered. I have said that the development of the ideal will be
emphasized as an aid to the development :f character. To present
this ideal vividly enough to make it acceptable to the Individual
is one of the problems involved. Pictures will be nronosed as
the means by which the ideal can be made to live. Ml art can
con tribute, but in this discussion, pictures alone will be con-
sidered.
C. Purpose:
W$ purpose then, is to set forth a m t 1 lot for character
education In middle adolescence based upon the development of an
Ideal by the use of art. It is threefold in nature.
1. To determine adolescent character needs through a
study of adoleicent nature.
(1) Fairchild, ..: "Character . ducatlon" .;. . a. 1926 :4-01-6
i
62. To discuss the Ideal as a means of eatisfyinc those
needs, and as a method which will satisfy the aims of moral educa-
tion,
3. To nrove that art may be a moral agent and as such is
oeculiarly suited and adaoted to the establishment of ideals for
middle adolescence.
r
CHAPTER I
NATUnTT OF AOOT.,' 3C

8CHAPTER I
ft* NATUR OF ADOLESCENCE
A. General Considerations
1. Purpose:
In this chapter it wii: be my purpose to consider
what changes or intensific tio i~ of the mental life of the
Individual may be expected during middle adolescence, with
their significance for ideals and character development. V/hat
interests are there which have become intensified? How can we
use the interests for t':e developm t, of moral character? 7e
wil study it from the point of view of the theory of concomit-
ant development as opposed to that of serial development.
2. Definitions:
a. Adolescence
(1) General Dsflnitlon:
By the term adolescence I mean that period In
the life of an individual from the onset of puberty until physio-
logical and mental maturity has been attained. It in the period
when the physical functions of maturity make their np oearance with
their psychological accompaniments. During this period all the
processes of life reach their adult equilibrium. Ve can best des-
cribe what hapoens to the individual mentally as a deepening pro-
cess. Approximately this period extendc from the ages of tv;elve
to twenty-four.
(2) I.Ilddle Adolescence:
Although this division of life has certain gen-
eral characteristics that differ in quality, not kind, from the
r i
9characteristic of the preceding life periods, we find it is
much too large to treat as a unit in any psychological study.
It has been noticed that at different ages during adolescence
different phases of life become intensified. For the sake of
utility the majority of psychologists divide this period into
three subdivisions calling them early, middle and later adoles-
cence. It is v/ith the second period that we are concerned
covering those years in the middle teens; fifteen, sixteen, and
seventeen, which older psychologists rhapsodized over as the
social age declaring that never before has the individual been
socially inclined. This we know to be erroneous. He has been
Interested in others from the first day of his school life. True,
he has a new Interest in the op osite se:: as the subject for ro-
mantic day dreams, :3ut we cannot in any wise consider the major-
ity of functions or states to be new* All that is present in
adolescence was present during childhood, the physical phenomena
of pubescence coloring the mental life of the adolescent in such
a way an to make the intensifications of mental life seem to be
new manifestations to some observers not acquainted with child
psychology.
b. Theories of development:
(1) Serial development:
In the study of one period of life, there is apt
to be an erroneous emphasis on the importance of this phase lead-
ing to the erroneous implication that all periods of life are
distinctly separate. The development of mental traits in each
period as disconnected with the mental traits of any preceding
or succeeding period hao received psychological recognition. It
c
10
la known as the theory of serial development, '.'.ore concretely
It holds that certain traits appear earlier and develop more
rapidly than others. Therefore at certain ages, certain abili-
ties should receive training. This as I have stated previously
is deemed by most psychologists to be a fallacious theory.
(2) Concomitant Development:
It is more generally believed that mentr.1 traits
develop gradually and continuously. In the physical life, each
period depends upon the development of the preceding period. All
that lias gone into the building of a strong boy or girl is still
present in the adolescent. Through modern methods of mental test-
ing this has been discovered to be equally true of mental growth.
One trait does not come to flower in the Junior age, die lown and
another succeed it in adolescence. The trait which we find In
the adolescent was nresent In the junior* Mental powers do not
suddenly increase at the dawning of adolescence, nor does such a
flux come at any time during adolescence. No one power spurts
ahead and demands tliat it and it alone be trained.
"In natural growth each successive stage of activity
prepares unconsciously out thoroughly the conditions
for the manifestation of the next stage." (1)
This is the theory of concomitant development.
In our study of thl adolescent we must remember
that he is growing form a child into a man. We cannot think of
this period of his life as separate and distinct. So in consider-
ing the individual in middle adolescence we must remember that the
{1) Inglist Principles of Secondary Education F. 44 quoted from
Dewey.
( I
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division Is for convenience sake. In reality we are dealing
with a personality which through the process of growth from
childhood through youth to manhood may become completely inte-
grate! if wise guidance li given.
B. The Mental Life of J'iddle Adolescence
1. Background of Mental life the Instincts:
'.Thatever personality is achieved is the product of mental
development which is to be the next consideration. T!owever,
it seems that the background of the mental life should first be
briefly considered. I refer to instincts and habits whicl' are
most closely as a ociated.
We know that all consciousness is a matter of response
to stimuli, hatever activity seems to take place directly fol-
lowing the stimulus, without having to be learned may be termed
instinctive activity. If the action Is learned it becomes a
habit. Hence we may say that an instinct is an inherited ten-
dency, which determines a definite reaction to a specific stim-
ulus. In this natural form, instincts demand the same reaction
from each Individual. But through education instincts can be
modified and diverted to new channels. They may even become ex-
tinct. Not only is activity instinctive, but so also are certain
ways of thinking and feeling*
"The entire cognitive affective conatlve process
may be instinctive in its character. B (1)
In adolescence the instincts have more reference to ner^ons,
—
to the self and to other selves,—than do they in childhood. It
is not new to have this self-instinct, but it has taken on new
(1) Tracy, Frederick The Psychology of Adolescence P. 48
I
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evidences. In childhood it was more concerned with the preser-
vation of self. In youth feelings of power, iride, and self-
confidence are evidences of the self-instinct, so also are feel-
ings of humillt and reticence. Through wrong training during
midle adolescence autocratic tendencies may develop. If a
proper balance can be maintained a healthy cnar-.cter Is achieved.
The social instincts are as pronounced as the self-instincts and
are neces ary for highest ' I'- v lopment. These will be mor
fully discussed in a later section of this paper. These tvf
grouos Ox instincts: self and social, are the most pronounced
during this period of middle adolescenc: and take on meny new
forms. By this time the instincts 'nave come more directly under
the control of the Individual, and hav more definite reference
to the whole purpose of life. They have great importance in
human life, practically determining its liner of dovelonme.it.
The most important instincts reach their fullest power and
significance in the period of adolescence.
This then is the background of the mental life and the
foundation of all character develo • it.
2. Convenient Divisions of :.rental Life
In considering the mental life of an individual it has
been customary for the sake of convenience to study it "<lth re-
gard to its three phases, --the cognitive element, the fe:lin or
emotional element and t'ie conatlve element. But we must in no
wise come to think of the intellect, the emotions and the will
as three separate departments, entirely foreign in nature, and
acting Irrespective of the others,
a. Their Inter-relations:
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On the contrary, they are go inter-related, so
bound toget :er In function that it io impossible in actual life
to tell where the one ends and the other begins. Our activities
are so dependent upon the coordinate:'1 functioning of all three
that it is impossible: to attribute any one activity to the separ-
ate functioning of either the Intellect, the emotions or the will,
though in any given activity, one element may be predominant.
YT'.th this relationship clearly in mind and ke it constantly be-
fore ua, we may with safety separate the elements of mental life
and study their development in adolescence,
b. Definitions:
The very fact that they are so Inter-related, makes
it difficult to separate one from the other In definition. Pech-
stein makes an Interesting distinction between cognition and emo-
tion when he says that the knowledge processes constitute the
f1whats rt (l) of consciousness and the feeling procer • constitute
the "hows "(2) of c ;nsclousness. 7e mi -ht say volition constitute
the "do 1 a "of consciousnesa.
(1) Cognition:
To explain further the know led- processes take
the data furnished by experience and give then meaning. They
seel: to interpret all the material which is presented to the mind
through the senses: colors, sounds, odors, taste:--, these having
presumably left definite neural traces on the cortex of the brain.
"In their totality they Include the mental materials and
processes commonly grouped under sensation and oreception
and having reference primarily to the world objective to
the Individual: memory, association arid Imagination having
(1) Fschsteln and McGregor: Psychology of the Junior High Hchool
Pupil P. 81,
(2) Ibid P. 103.

reference primarily to the retention and reinstatement
of earlier mental processes; and finally, the logical
processes of conception, Judgment, and reasoning, refer-
ring primarily to the use of the more elementary pro-
cesses made by the individual in meeting the complex
situations in which he constantly finds himself placed. "(1)
(2) Emotion
The "hows" of consciousness or the feeling pro-
cesses go further than the cognitive element but are related to
the "whato* in no small measure. The sense data which la inter-
preted by the intellect give content to ^t" 1 c There came sen-
sory experiences produce an additional effect |a consciousness.
Tbmy are tinged with feeling, agreeable or otherwise that seems to
arise from the instincts. A certain tone or quality accompanies
them. Though we think of emotion as closely relate & to the in-
stincts it is the conscious side of instinctive response. We
must not confuse "feeling" with "emotion". "Feeling" in the gen-
eral term covering "
"the entire field of our affective consciousnesn£(2)
while the wor 1 "emotion" is more limited, signifying
"within this wide field, th^su feelings that are con-
ditioned upon and determined by, the more definite
operation of the intellect." (3)
(3) Volition
As emotion is dependent upon til- 'knowledge
processes so is volition. <e iay define volition as the ''-.Till
to do." This "will to do'' follovr; device 1 lores -ion.
"Every sense-lmorFSSion tends to set up responses;
every in-going process tends to be fol'.orred by n
out-going process, more or lest: appropriate; and
ideas in general sho^ a disposition to get them-
selves translated into action of some sort." (3)
(l)Pechsteln and * cQregor, Psychology of the Junior High School
Pupil P. Bl.
(?) Tracy, Frederick, The Psychology of Adolescence P. 72.
(3) Ibid, P. kSL
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Pechatein considera the will to include "an
account of the aenaory, ideational, at + entlve, emotional, and
intereat factora." (1)
3. The Development of Cocoition In Middle Adolescence
It aeemed neceasary to make these general paychological
diatlnctiona clear before treating each of these three pha3ea
of the ment 1 life of the adolescent,
a. Adult Capacity Reached
In our atudy of the cognitive development during
middle adolescence it ia of intereat and value to consider the
curve of mental grovth. According to the theory of concomitance
all intellectual proceases develop gradually through childhood
and into youtP. 3o uniform ia thia development that paychologiats
venture to predict the mentality of the preadolescent child, (I)
Through experiments paychologiats have aho^n that during
this period the mind reaches maturity, the naj ^rity of them Bet-
ting tie age at about the begin ing of the middle adoleacent
period. True on many problema the fifteen-year-old w ^uld be
worated by an adult, but this ia becauae he lacka facta. I ay-
chologiata maintain that if he had the broad knowledge of facta
that his adult adv-.raary had, the honora would be more evenly
diatributed. He has mental toola at fifteen with which to moid
the broader facta of knowledge. Pechatein (2) refera to Bagley
aa recognlzinc thia ability of the adolescent aa vertical in
character, while the broader knowledge of the adult i3 horizontal
in aapect. "e may aay, then, that the vertical aapect reaches
(1) Pechatein & "acGregor, Paychology of the Junior High School
Pupil P. 30,
C5j Ibid P. 97.
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maturity in middle adolescence and may be considered to include:
-
"the capacity to perceived) discriminate ( 2) remember(3)
imagine(4) form concepts(5) execute acts of Judgment! 6)
and reasoning 7) etc." (1)
A closer study of the mental processes of this
youth who has reached the years of middle adolescence reveoj-s
the fact that all of his powers have been deepened. They open
to him a new world.
b« Increased Acuity of Senses:
The world of sense perception has taken on hither-
to unknown aspects due to the proces es of natur . at work in the
adolescent body. Objects connected with past experience now
ha\»e a deeper significance. New values are assigned to old and
familiar objects, due to new qualities therein discovered. New
U3es and functions are assigned to them. New beauty is thus add-
ed to these old objects. The youth seems to 'nave a sense of
communion with nature. The Increased acuity of the sense impres-
sions may account for the new meanings fathering about old sen-
sory exoeriences.
All the senses bring new responses. Sight Is more
accurate. Slight shadings of color, not distinguishable to the
child are recognized by the adolescent. In fact tne adolescent
revels In color. The relation of one object to another can \ye
more accurately measured with the eye than in the previous years.
"There comes a power to discern beauty in symnetry and
proportion and things are perceived in larger units." (2)
(1) Pechstein & IlacGregor, Psychology of the Junior High School
Pupil P. 99.
12; Pringle, Ralph v7., Adolescence & High School Problems P. 72
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Hearing, too, Is more acute, the distinctions between tones
and qualities of tones being more readily appreciated. So we
might continue to enumerate all the senses. The impressions
made through the senses of touch, taste and smell likewise have
nevr accompaniments. But the fact of most interest regarding
the sense experience of adolescence is that it is not purely he
stimulus—response mechanism of childhood, but the stimulus la
considered, the response being made after greater deliberation.
"So the entire system of the sense and the processes con-
nected with them become more vitally knit in with the
totality of the mental life and the responses that are
made to the impress ions from the outer world express the
fuller integrity of the whole soul." (1)
c. Memory through Association:
Memory in adolescence receives stimulus from the
rreat variety of new interests that the mind finds. Undoubtedly
the child retains material for a 3 onger period of ti^e. But
the adolescent memorizes a greater amount of material and memo-
rizes it more rapidly. His memory is aided by the use of his
newly dev loped powers of Judgment. Everything will not be
selected for memorization but that which Is selecte' will be or-
ganized into systems. Recall is more prompt because the assocla
tional powers are stronger. B J ' •: t and concrete ideas
are more readily retained than previously.
d. Imagination In Its Creative Form
One of the most important developments of the
mental processes in adolescence is the development of the lmagin
ation. In early childhood imagination is vivid, so vivid in
fact that it leads frequently to so-called lying. The imagina-
(1) Tracy, Frederick, The Psychology of Adolescence P. 89
f >
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tlon of the adolescent differs from the imagination of child-
hood in that it leads to activity. During the early part of
the period, imagination has free play. But with the increas-
ing development of rational powers imagination is leashed and
becomes directed. Sometimes during middle adolescence the Judg-
ment begins to exercise control over the imagination. This does
not mean that day-dreaming days are over, but that there will be
M
O 1
less of day-dreaming, and more /harnessing the imagination for
the accomplishment of some definite purpose. This development of
the imagination is connected wlthall the other asnects of mental
life. St lias its roots in other powers. Judgment functions here
as in the memory nrocess,
e. development ^f Reasoning Power
In childhood the individual had the power to
think in a representative way, but n:t on abstract truths. In
adolescence
"a great number of truths regarding things and per-
sons are more completely abstracted and generalized
and new ones learned." (1)
In fact the youth
"delights in the wide generalization and abstract
utterances." (2)
The ability to reason develops rapidly in adolescence. It is
of such a nature that the individual needs a knowledge of more
general truths. Life is making more demands of him, and he must
reason out his attitudes toward life. Within the adolescent
(1) Kirkoatrick, E.A. The Individual la the fej&Pi F. 240
(2) Ibid P. 242
k
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There are strange new forces at work wllch he can but poorly
understand. Because of this "felt need" for an Interpretation
of all that he finds happening to him, the adolescent uses a
more abstract form of reasoning than he did when he was younger.
By the end of adolescence he will undoubtedly come through to
some definite life purpose,, out in middle adolescence he is seek-
ing the interpretation of surrounding circumstances that later
his life may be oriented with regard to the whole. In fact, hit
reasoning and know ledge consist in
"the enlargement and refinement of experience, the
formation of systems and suitable ideas, the knowledge
of aspects and elements of things essential to differ-
ent purposes, the acquisition and habitual use of sys-
tematic methods of forming and testing conclusions, the
growth of skepticism concerninr, the similarity of
things alike in some respects, the definitions of terms
and the crystallization of experiences into Judgments, "( 1)
Through these processes we see the adolescent mind r5 veloping
from that of the " blundering child" Into the mind of the "ration-
al man.
"
essential nature of knowledge is ever the same,
"consisting always in the interpretation of experience
by means of Judgment," (2)
By whatever term we call it, knowledge, cognition the "whst's
of consciousness" etc, we are always speaklnr of that which is
in ate and not acquired. In middle adolescence the inherent
lJ^Pechste^n and McGregor, Psychoid ;y of the Junior High School
(2) Tracy, Frederick, The Psycho lory of Adolescence P. 41.
f. Conclusion:
This discussion has attempted to show that the
£ »
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abilities reach maturity and differ from the abilities of child-
hood, only in decree. These intensified powers demand a different
teaching technique than the same powers demand in childhood.
4, The Fmotional Lif ; of riddle Adolescence
a. How it differs from childhood
(1) Intensity
a p '-fjv,; alres^y said, the emotions are
the "hows 11 ( 1) of consciousness. These how3 of cn-i-ciousness differ
quantitatively in adolescence from the "Hows )f concci asness in
childhood, because of the developing cognitive powers the emotion-
al life of adolescence takes on a new intensity, a new complexity.
In childhood the concrete object is the center of interest, and
arouses merely the simple feeling states. \s the youth develops,
his mind glimpses the meaning of an abstract idea. This stimu-
lates him with even greater power than the concrete. T'je aloles-
cent thinks more deeply into experience than does the child and
this automatically arouses an intense emotional setting,
(2) omplexity
At the same time that he thinks more deep-
ly he faces many new situations involving a wider range of assoc-
iations. The broader the ex erience the more Comdex the response,
in that a larger cortical area is stimulated. The broader exper-
ience calls for an organisation of the simple feeli::g states of
childhood into systems about certain objects. Such organization
was impossible earlier, due to the inadequacy of experience and
lack of associative ability. This greater associative ability of
adolescence gives the emotions complexity and increased power.
(1) See Page 13
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(3) Variability
The adolescent emotions are not only
more intense and complex, but likewise more v r' ble, clue to the
fact tnat neither organic nor mental equilibrium has been esta-
blished. The youth varies between extremes and easily changes
from one emotional attitude to another. It has been interesting
to notice hor quickly ado ler cent "Iris in summer camps can be-
come reverent following, a period of hilarity. The emotions of
adolescence arc so extreme that without direction they would des-
troy character, but harnessed to ri?.ht ideas they become the
strongest force of mental life for the i?eveio le it of moral char-
acter,
b« Typical "motion I 3tates of Middle Adolescence
(1) Altruism
Cne of the most characteristic emotional
states is that of altruism. It is not an altogether new emotion.
The child was not without his thought for others. But at the
earlier stage his altruism was practised at the suggestion of
another individual. The impulsion wan external. In adolescence,
the thought for others comes ^ran within the individual himself.
The altruism of youth leads to thoughts of patriotism, humanity,
service, sympathy. In youth, more than at any other time, there
is an absolute loss of self-interest and a complete looking out-
ward. The youth is more interested in the welfare of his conjunct
self than of hi3 Individual ego.
(2) Reticence
The franknes of childhood is gone. He under-
stands better the effect of his remarks and exercises his judg-
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merit in expressing or repressing ideas.
(3) Longing for Sympathy
rVith the developin g aeere tivenear, he longs
for understanding and sympathy, for appreciation and recognition.
He longs to be tr '.sted.
(A) High Enthusiasm
Kis enthusiasm Li easily aroused and in the
mood of high enthusiasm, nothing seems too difficult to undertake.
No ambitions arc too lofty. This enthusiasm, while it leasts,
furnishes great energy and the individual works at hlfl self-assign-
ed task with fervor. Jut his ardor wanes whin the realization
dawns that he has aimed too high. Then depression sets in. This
is lust one of the illustrations of his alternations between ex-
tr.ies. hen depression has set in, he lacks energy, and Is seem-
ingly lazy and useless. The wise adult must know how to save
these faulting amihiHons from aosolvU.c ruin,
(5) Love for Mature
In youth because of the Mt interpretations
of nature that it is possible for him to make, nature takes on a
definitely emotion il character. \ vivid sunset will : :akc t'; \\
individual ache with its beauty. Hot only the sights of nature
but the sounds of nature brir, emotional r espouses not experienced
by the child. The youth
"is fairly intoxicated with the beauty of many objects
in the material world, r' (1)
c. Importance oi" emotional Life I Vie adolescence
It seems that the emotional life is the dominant
(1) Tracy, Frederick The Psychology cf Adolescence P. 77.
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element of mental life, adding feeling and color to the cogni-
tive and conative processes
.
.doxcey claims that the emotions are
so strong as to make it
"useless to expect average boys or girls to be calcu-
lating or reasonable in any situation that moves them
deeply/' (1)
5» The Volitional Character of Hiddle Adolescence
:.. ds lit ions of the /ill to Other ental rocesses
The will is the director of conscious activity
both mental and physical, but it cannot oe separated from other
factors of psychological life. Any act of the alnd wherein Judg-
ment is require"1 is an act of the will. dere the cognitive and
conative processes are so closely inter-related that they ap ear
one. The relation of the will and the emotions is that of master
and servant. During middle adolescence, as we have seen, the r lo-
tions are temporarily tempestuous and pmne to have the upper
hand, but there is a gradual strengthening of the will during this
period toward complete mastery over the emotions and all the- pro-
cesses of consciousness.
b. Phases of Development, of Will
(1) The Will Responds to Internal Compulsion
It has be*.n suggested that during the per-
iod of childhood, all compulsion lias been extern. 1. ./hat inner com-
pulsion there was acted in response to a concrete suggestion. The
child had a will, which functioned, in the doing of specific duties.
But volitional action was not originated from within. In adoies-
( 1) uoxcey, i.ary, ..- aycI-olo,-_y of Midd le .dolescence P. 64
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cence, the transfer from external to internal co istraint If
made. This transfer is made gradually and imperceptibly, and
does not achieve staoility until toward the end of the period.
In middle adolescence, the will is very much at the mercy of
the emotion, Llf;. is mther tumultuous, and there is scanty
time for quiet thought. Jut an the whole organism, mental and
physical, gradually gains an equilibrium, the will gains poorer,
^2) Developed by the Meoeosity to ".ice Choices
Throughout this period, t e constant nec-
essity to naV.e choices brings a severe test to t'^.e will* The
variety of new situations and the number of possible responses
nay present bewildering choices to the individual, lie who has
a definite ideal finds the^i much simplified.
(3) "/ill Causes Action to Harmonize with the
New Ideal
It is the grow In r*. purpose fulness of life
that sum ions the will to consistent ctivity. A. definite scale
of valuer is builded out of pant experiences, and in the light
of life's ideal, and thus too are the choices simplified. Old
haoits that are not in keeping with the ideal are broken and
new ones established. But this does not ieai that the volition-
al activity the laking and breaking of liabits is constant.
The same principle applies here as elsewhere, that the Individual
is striving through middle adolescence fcr* ec^ui Librium of physical
and mental forces, and there will necessarily be no small amount
of variation,
6. Conscious 3elf-bui Iding from BoflVyn
Kence we can see that there is conscious self- ouild-
ing. The purpose of life has been visloned even though dimly.
C I
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All tho tgjbt and activity Is directed toward the realization of
this end. Choices a.s s.ds in ita light. Habits are formed or
broken. The will either initiates and directs action or repress-
es Impulses not in harmony with life's ideal. The will always
acts from a mo I've toward a purpose in the adolescent. This is
its cardinal feature "the gradual progress towards complete
go^ra nt .f the belutviour by ideas rather than by the force of
fe .ling, by ends and purposes Instead of drivin-- Impulses and
animal instincts, by reasons rather than by causae,"
Me have se n that the individual during the period
of middle adolescence does n -?t acquire ne-v ~o •_ :• . s nt merely has
old powers in nevr manifestations. We have seen that there is a
difference of degree only In the cognitive, affective and cona-
tive elements bet een childhood and adolescence. '.71th this as a
basis for our study, the next consideration wll'. be adolescent
character.
C. Adolescent Character
1. Character Define
It is moat unsatisfactory to discuss anything "ith-
out a definition of terms. To define cliaracter we might enter
into a long discussion of the psychological and philosophical
implications of the word. But this must necessarily be c onflned
to a orief analysis. \Tnea we use the word ''character" we are
referring to an act of the whole self. All that intelligence,
emotion, volition, contribute to an act, plus the product of their
conbina i.ion is cliaracter. Character eventuates in conduct but
conduct is not character. Everetx says -
f \
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"character l.s a bp bit of T7ill the consciously organized
system of one's desires and activities. 1 (1)
Coe s ays -
"character is a confirmed hnbit of ^op 1 choice. "(2)
It would seen that character is rather limited by these defin-
itions. It must be ^o^e than habit. There must be other elements
than the wll 1 . Character implies self-loiorrle Ire and self- con-
trol, Cha**act,er is an ability to see one'- -. U' .11 to
the whole and having cau/jht this vision to choose desirable ends
that will not conflict with thl3 relationship.
"Charactt r Is tu be distinguished from native disposi-
tion or temperament, which represents the active tenden-
cies, aptitudes or taster? of the individual apart from
the modificatlona effected by tho play of external forces
and tfai growth of an ln^er Hgpill intelligence. Such
original endowment is in many ways profnundly slr.nl fleant
for the acquired character, but It is the material out of
which the character in fashioned, not the character itself. "(3)
Character, then may be said to be de ftMt to a degree upon the
nsychological make-up of the individual.
2. Changes in Mental Life are the Root of New Character
Hence the changes in the mental life of the adolescent
have a marked effect unon the development of character. The new
emotions, ne experiences, new a::tivi tic -
,
d> . a • >e-.y... r v. more
complete way of responding to society. The whole individual, all
itr fcrc and oowers mu3t be brou£-t to bear uoon the response to
social stimulus. These force? and powers as yet are not always
(1) r:verett, ff« G. , Uoral Values P. 5.
(2) Coe, 3-, A.,
_
d.ucition in~TeTl"ion3 and Morals ?. c,8
(?) Everett, .v. G., floral Values pp. 5-c7
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manageable. They lack stability. One may demand more than an
other. Due to this constant flux, adolescent character suffers.
It is unstable and un red! c table. But the business of this
period is so to integrate the whole person, that an equilibrium
is established and steadfast character is developed. The only
method nonri ;1„ for the integration of C'Aracter is that of ed-
ucation, education based uoon the development of the increased
powers of adolesc .nt character—social consci usnes'
,
ideals,
and conscience. In working toward this unity, there will be
found the disintegrating forces of the new and strar;~e exper-
iences, -d the incompleteness of experience.
3. Social Conec3 .usneas
As social consciousness developa it evinces many
interesting forms, "hile it has been present in tv,e earlier
periods to a s light degree, it emerges now in .* to real form.
"In youth . one la better able th n in childhood to
comprehend the in :er meaning of the various social
relationships in which he stands, such as his rela-
tion to the members of his own family, to his com-
rades at school, to hla teachers, his neighbors,
friends, fellow-cltisens evon to the nation under
whose fla- he lives and to the race of which he is
a member. He has a clearer idea of uis duty, as
involved in all these relationships; a better con-
ception of what- la expected of him by others, and of
what he has a right to e xpe^t from others. I'ia aense
of Justice, and his capacity to feel Injustice deeply,
are much more marked than in childhood, chiefly by
virtue of his better understanding of w' at const itutes
an act of injustice in specific instances
.
1 (1)
The adolescent r- cognises the claim that the social unit has
upon each individual, and. he senser for perhaps the first time
his obligation to i?.eet these demand".
( 1) Tracy, Frederick, l-sycholor^ of Adolescence P. 76
r
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a. Interest In Adult Companionship
The lncr-.3p.3ed Interest 5n adv it companionship
and adult opinions Lfl one of the first evidences of this new
3ocIal ins tinet.
"At no tin* does It MMfl that the sensitiveness to the
presence of others Is keener than during the adolescent
period. Adolescence has been described primarily as
the period when the Individual turns from the self-center-
ed viewpoint of childhood to a viewpoint of ninself la
hla relation to others, and this has been called the
^ost cfcaraet' ristlc as well as the most important aspect
of adolescent dev«- lopment* * (1)
b. Altruism, the Basis of Self- love lop Mttt
Coe claims that -
"the gsre&i of complete social existence is likewise the
Genesis of complete Individuality," (2)
Through social realization he attains unto self-realization.
In social realization the thought for others :.r the dominant
motive. Altruism leads the youth out lntc venture which re-
flects back upon him In the form of self- development. He wants
to help others. Their go >d minion is needed. Therefore he takes
care of his oeraonal ap.earance. He listens with added respect
to those wh MM go >d opinion he desires, liut with this added re-
spect, is a strange mingll g of distaste for authority and tra-
dition. He longs to "kick over the traces" of society and adjust
what he considers the sore spots of the social order.
c. Power for Organisation
These increasing interests in the outside world,
bring with them the increased power of organization. There is a
(1) Douglas, Vibrey A., Secondary Education P. 138.
(2) Coe 3 G.*., "Adolescence" ^noyclopodlr. of ^oli-ion and Ethics
r. 102.
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very marked Indication of the capacity for leadership. He at-
tains this power through hi3 increased consciousness of the
power to do. He feels the assurance that he can achieve. In
some adolescents this power for leadership *.s seen in a very
marked degree. In others ther is a strange reticence, a retir-
ing from the field of action, perhaps due to a very acute sensi-
tiveness to criticism. When I speak of the Increased power for
leadership, for the assumption of authority, I speak of the
average individual. Ho one of any of the developing interests,
or forces, or powers, will be found to the same degree in any two
individuals.
d. Desire for activity
All of the increase A powers of adolescence lead
the youth to greater activity. Activity is as a rule dependent
upon tha degree of interest. Interests are most easily aroused
in mid-.Ha adolescence, so this may in some measure account for
the active life during this period. He sees a vision of the end
to oe accomplished by certain work, and harnesses his urge to
activity to that end. Purposive activity may then be accounted
for by the fact that the interests and enthusiasms of youth, es-
pecially of middle adolescence, are easily aroused. But this
does not account for all of the desire for activity of the boy
or girl In this period. Very often the youth likes to do some-
thing for the sake of doing something. He wants activity for
activity's sake, regardles- of its purpose or value or particular
relation to his interests. I explain this upon the grounds tiat
the adolescent feels forces at work in him that :e cannot under-
stand. These demand action in the individual, though he may not
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be consciously aware of the cause of his seemingly insatiable
desire. There are then two types of activity demanded by the
individual during raid le adolescence,— the one, activity for
activity's sake and the other
j
nuroosive action caused by en-
thusiasm for an ids.al. The desire for activity which is so co-
Gent a factor in the adolescent character may be harnassea to an
ideal and character education may rest a program thereon.
4. The Ideal
The greatest aid to the growth of t e adolescent
character is the new power to glimnse the meaning of an abstract
idea, 3uch as Justice or honor, and make it become an ideal.
Tracy claims that youth may come to love the abstrac' virtue of
goodness so for its own sake that it
"may become a deep passion capable of moving to noble
deeds ut' erly regardles- of personal gain or loss to
the subject of the emotion. And the true end of moral
education could not perhaps be better stated than in
so He formula tliat means the malntainance )f this high
and unselfish moral idealism unimpaired to the end of
life." (1)
a. Source of Ideals in Social Consciousness
These ideals gro~ out of the altruistic atti-
tude. They come as a result of looking toward others. Interest
in others and affection for others may lead to the discovery of
one, who above all others, seems to exemplify in his character
and nersonallty all those qualities which make life beautiful
and worth-while. This one person becomes an ideal because the
youth has the ability which the child lacks,— that power of
recognizing character values in the abstract.
(1) Tracy, Frederick, Psychology of Adolescence P« 78
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b. Ideals of Youth Contrasted with Those of Chlldhoc d
This Indeed is one of the main differences be-
twe n the Ideal of the child and the youth. ?or the child an idea
is concrete, but for the youth it becomes abstract. These con-
crete ideals are Grouped or associated under more general ideas,
which one may so desire to have in his life t at t ey become more
than ideas,—ideal3. There is also another difference between
the ideals of these two ages. The child dreams of wealth and sta-
tion and prestige. His fancy is caught by the material things
of life. Hia ideals are not only concrete but objective as well.
These two seem to be the necessary corollaries of each other.
So in youth we find the corollary of his abstract Idealism in the
more subjective Ideals embodied in Intellectual, aesthetic,
moral and religious values.
But the greatest difference between the idealism
of childhood and youth is that to the youth the ideal is vital.
It is dynamic, motivating conduct to a far greater extent than In
childhood. In childhood the ideal is often placed down upon the
individual by external means. Because a parent says it is good
and right the child accepts it. The voice of external authority
calls forth obedience. In youth the voice of Internal authority
is far more imperative. He has acquired the powers of evaluation
and Judgment and these make the summons to action an internal
imperative rather than an external com aand.
c. Ideals not Static
During this period of middle adolescence the
youth directs his conduct through the adherence to ideals, as I
have d'-o.vn, but the ldealr, chosen may not always remain of the
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same importance. In fact it is eliaracteristic of the youth to
change his idea la frequently. Undoubtedly hi a ever broadening
exnerlence la responsible for this. Cut eventually, probably
in the later oeriod, he haa selected and- perfected his ideala.
But never will these be atatic. They will continue to be much
the same, but will grow and expand adding new concepts to their
present content. Leaders of youn^ oeople muat not prematurely
arreat the nrocess of change but carry youth on through to a
higher idealism which is the inevitable reault of a broader ex-
perience and expanding horizon.
5. Conscience
a • Cefinitlon
In dlscusaiii the relation of the ideal to
the adolescent character we saw it waa adhered to because of an
internal compulsion. Roughly speaking we :.my call this internal
compulsion "conscience".
According to the dictionary -
"conscience is the consciousness of the moral good-
ness or badness of one's own conduct or motives
together with the feeling of obligation to do
right or to be good.
"
It is something quite outside the motives of
conduct. It is something which ^an pas r Judgment on all acts of
consciousness and yet Itself is part of consciousness. Drake says
"Conscience is a name for any secondary impulses which
check and redirect man's primary impulses for a greater
good provided that these superimposed impulses are
not explicit enough to be classified under some other
head." (1)
Thla seems to make it an Instinct or innate tendency. If it were
(1) Burant-Drake , Problem oi Conduct p. 44
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could It pass judgment on other Innate tendencies? Staking
believes that it la
"a self-conscio asnes? (apart from instincts) applying
certain other standards of value to the control of b -
haviour, "
It must develop with and benefit oy experience,
o, Functions of Conscience
In adolescence, this in er control lias great-
er power than during the early period of childhood. It responded
by agreeing with externally imposed oughts, 3ut because of the
nature jf the child mind, conscience did not originate and impose
an ought on the rest of the consciousness In middle adolescence
the youth becomes Increasingly conscious of the conflict between
right and wrong, larger relationships are seen, more abstract
values are understood, ilence conscience functions increasingly
from its own compulsion rather tiian the ought of oarent or teacher.
Through the development of reason, and of judgment, through wider
knowledge of facts and greater associative ability, the individual
has trained himself to accept or reject an idea a3 good or unwor-
thy. This is the functioning of an enlightened conscience,
D, Conclusion: --Adolescent Needs
From this discussion we may conclude that there are certain
needs which must be met, that the adolescent character may devel-
op to its highest possibilities. It would oe well briefly to en-
umerate those he:?e #
1, Intellectual, emotional, and volitional training
The first ne^d is for intelligent, Intellectual, emotion-
al, and volitional training. As we have seen these powers are
V
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all expanding. The adolescent i itellect needs food Tor thought.
It needs facts and situations presented that will stimulate
thinking, reaso .lng and Judgment. It needs also to give expres-
sion to - tne power of creative imagination. This may be in the
actual creation of an object of beauty or a utilitarian object;
or it may receive expression in learning to ap reclate and under-
stand the creative work: of another.
Through training the emotional life, appreciation will
be developed, beauty will cone to be loved as beauty and for
its significant relation to life. The hunger for the be utiful
needs satisfaction. The best of art and literature and music
must be presented. Nature can be made far more wonderful and
greater beauty can be seen, If a sympathetic leader or teacher
can open up the r.arvels and mysteries of God's creation. The
creative experiences of the adolescent individual can be en-
hanced many- fold by a realization of the fact that he is a part
of the creative process of the universe.
The seemingly overwhelming desire of the adolescent
for activity must be recognized. He needs to find outlet for
his pent-up energies. He needs to be directed in choosing the
right outlet. We must direct him in objective activity of the
kind that will build strong moral character.
2. Right Ideals and an Enlightened Conscience
The second need of the adolescent is for ri~ht ideals
and an enlightened conscience. Ke needs both concrete and ab-
stract ideas to stimulate him in selecting the ideal, or in
building it.
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The Ideals muat be ao general as to more readily
lend themselves to the building of an integrate' personality.
The youth met secure
"a well-balanced set of intellectual, social and moral
ideals, bound together b/ dependable liabits of expres-
sion in every- day life # M (l)
!!ost of all he needs definite aid in the cultivation of his
conscience. If he is sanctioning his acts from some in er
compulsion, I'-.a- compulsion must be so develops 1 and strengthened
as to enable him to cheese right from wron- in the more complex
situations he Tweets.
The youth in middle adolescence is therefore in great
need of intelligent moral training In the next chapter it shall
be my purpose to discuss the ideal as o c' aract:. r f ornlng agency
and attempt to show how it may meet all the character needs of
this period when developed through art*
(1) King, Irving A., The High School Age P. 111.
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CHAPTER II
HO"// ID. ALS OPERATE IN THE MODIFICATION OF
ADOLESCENT CHARACTER
A • General C on aider? 1 tion
1. lurpose
In the conclusion of the precsdlng chanter we dis-
cussed the needs of the adolescent. Moral character was aeon to
be a need which might be produced by the functioning of an en-
lightened conscience which in turn grew in authority as right
ideals -era established as ^oals of adolescent endeavor. The
establishment of an ideal is a definitely educative process and
as such has a place in any program in character education. It may
in fact become the chief method. This can be substantiated if
it can be shown that the alms of character education are m*% and
adolescent needs are satisfied by the inculcation of the ide 1.
To Ibli end is the nresent chapter devoted.
2. Aims of Character Education
The most succinct statement of the aims f moral instruc-
tion were found in a bul'etin entitled "Character Educ tion". (1)
Five aims were stated. I repeat them here,
1. To develop socially valuable j^urposes, leading in
youth or early maturity to the development of life
purposes.
2. To develop enthusiasm for the realization of these
purposes; and coupled with this enthusiasm, intelli-
gent use of time and energy.
(1) Character Education - U.S. Bureau Education bulletin - 1926,
#7i p. i/89«
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3. To develop the moral judgment.
4. To develop the moral imagination.
5. To develop all socially valuable natural capaci-
ties of the individual and to direct the resultant
abilities toward successfully fulfilling one's moral
obligations.
What can be said of these aims? All will admit that
character must be the result of moral instruction. Character
(1)
as previously defined is the act of a whole self in relation to
other selves and the world as a whole. Char? e t,er is the achieve-
ment of an individual in social relationships. II nee moral instruc-
tion will have as its end the self-realization of an individual
in the socir 1 order. The five aims stated above seem to empha-
size these needs, self-realization through social-realization.
Hence they seem tenable for a program in character education.
Upon these aims and the psychologic.1 ! an. 5 character
needs of the adolescent, discussed In the preceding chapter, we
build the method of character education which emphasizes the ideal
as the greatest motivati g force.
3. T)efinition of the Ideal
a. N on-technical
To the man in the market n-or. t\>e ideal is
something which may be seen to be desirable but is held to be im-
practical because unattainable. The dictionary definition says
it is a mentnl conception; or an individual regjurAtd as the stan-
dard of perfection. But it must be more than any of thero defini-
tions imply or it will not serve as an adequate means of moral
(1) See Page 23.
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instruction. It must be more than a concept. It must be
made to live and have such value as will summon the al egiance
of the individual.
b. Psychological Interpretation
The psychologist defines an ideal in terms
of mental states. He sees intellectual, emotional and volition-
al attitudes involved. According to nr. Athearn, an "ideal is
an idea shot through with emotion'.' To know what honesty is,
is not sufficient. It must be given sufficient emotional con-
tent to lead toward definite action. 3a "ley holds somewhat
the same view.
"An ideal is an idea which controls conduct in virtue
of its emotional warmth rather than In virtue of
its intellectual clearness, or in virtue of the ac-
curacy with wtiich It mirrors some environmental con-
dition." (1)
Studying the definitions of an ideal given
by various psychologists xre note h >w closely it is related to j
the whole of an Individual. Marshall introduces the sensory and
emotional elements:
"Our ideals are images of situations which we recog-
nize at the moment to be unrealized but which we long
to see realized." (2)
Coe given this definition,
"An ideal is a more distant goal by reference to which
we Judg- our particular ourposes and correct them. f'(3)
Here he sevis to r cognize the intellectual and volitional ele-
—
(1) Bagloy. '^duca1
1
3na 1 yaluo a , P. 157.
(2)^arahrA 'T^TncTand CondnoT, P. 96.
(3) Coe, oociaT" Theory of delirious Education. p. 152.
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menta. The mind Judges purpclf« The will seta about to cor-
rect them. But more than this, there la an Indication of some-
thing beside the purely psychological elements. On this bridge
we cross to a philosophical Interpretation.
c. Philosophical Interpretation
In this we find that the choosing of an ideal
la very closely related to life's purpose. In Prof. Strickland * a
defintlon we have a recognition of all the elements: An Ideal la
"an idee, recognized aa of highest value, emotionalized
,
and aet on high aa a goal of effort to oe approximated
if not attained." (1)
From the definitions we may conclude that an Ideal baa sensory,
intellectual, volitional, emotional and motor references. It
"becomes an Image plus a relation plus a purpose tied
up to a sympathetic nervous system and already partially
fulfilled In Its reference to the act toward which the
pure o e ; a 1 n 1 3 . " ( 2
)
It be come a -
"an urge toward an act oi a whole self. "(3)
This very fact cive a us the confidence to say that the ideal can
develop moral character.
3. Payetiological Background
1. Relation of instincta and Ideals
The ideal bears a close relationship to I ist iacts and
habits. (4) From our previous discussion we saw that the instincts
(1) Strickland Lecture
(2) Uarlatt, J.
,
Principles of Moral and Rellgiouo Education,
Li ctur H ato S
•
p) Ibid.
(4) See preceding chapter, jrpm 10/12
* 1
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compose the raw material of character. nvlronment and educa-
tion would be futile were it not for these mechanisms that re-
spond to external stimuli . Very few instincts are evil in them-
selves, though they may be misdirected. In the establishment
of the ideal, it may be necessary to redirect or sublimate the
instincts, for they are the very core of the ideal, Voelker says
"Instincts are nature's selection of virtues; Ideals
are man's selection. Instincts are the stabilizers
of human behavior. Ideals are the stabilizers of soci-
•ty.^l) ' * v "* v*"'
Instincts and ideals may run parallel or may conflict. It is
not necesnary to emphasize the former, but when there is con-
flict , the ide-.l has to become so emotionalized as tc become
stronger than the instinctive or Immediate desire. The ideal
must act as deterrent, by delaying the (gratification of the imme-
diate desire.
2. Relation of Habits and Ideals
The relation existing between ideals and habits is
as close as the relation between ideals and instincts.
"A habit is a relatively simple acc aired tendency to
act, usually described in terms it outward conduct. r, (2)
Hr.blts are convenient, but do not raise oar conduct or our re-
actions to stimuli above the level of behavior. They c*ve us a
method of response in a particular situation, coming as the re-
sult of Ion • experience in the practice of the correct response
(1) Voell:er f P. F. , Ideals In Social Education P. 54.
(2) Ibid, P. 44.
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to ft particular stimulus, 'lo-wver, in a ne-r situation, demand-
ing the o'.l response, the individual would oe at a loss as to
his course of action if he relied entirely on hn bit. Each new
oltu-tlon would demand training in the development of a new
habit. Being a creature of habit alone would make man little
better than the trained dog. We must find something more gener-
al, so et: '• g which will help us meet and solve ne situations
with poiae and equanimity. Ml hope that the ideal ia the aolu-
tior. The relationship betwe n haoits and idenls, of ?rtiici: I
spofCe, is reciprocal. A good habit may be use L e starting
point for the building, of an ideal. .Mfcewlas, the ideal when it
functions properly leads to certain habitual responses in con-
duct, '.'an cannot escape habit. But it must be ralaed to ft more
general plane and must alwa.s be subject to the direction of
will.
3. Relation of 'motion to Ideals
The aecoranan' meat of both instinct and habit is emo-
tion. Hatfield aays -
"Even the habits of everyday l.fo are the expression
of latent de aires, normal >r abnormal.... No good habit
la worth much unles^ it be cadre* 1 b a large and heal-
thy emotional disposition." (1)
Likewise regarding instincts he writer. -
"3eing charged with em Clonal energy, tb are dynamic
forces which not only give atrength to the pas^l ms but
power to the will. " (2)
(1) iladfield, J.A., Psychology ami Tornl.? ~. 53
(23 Ibid, P. 19.
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To develop the Ideal we muat use the emotions surrounding in-
stinctive and habitual actions in such a way as to make the ideal
to be desirec1 above all els . Hocking says -
"May it not be possible that the good character that
seems possible only to the tUm is closed to many only
because they cannot be brought wholly to desire it?
. revised conception of wliat is desirable may bring
a revise"' conception of what is possible." \1)
Desire must be strengthened, e~rtlons made pro To ittfl b . f kT* there
will be any high character achievement. |i it hi I who said
••Man is only truly great when he acts fro" the passions,
never irresistible hut when he ap eals to the Imagination."
h. Relation of the hill to the Ideal
Built upon instincts and haoits, r : r ' ar with emo-
tions, the ideal enters at once into the realm of the will.
"The volitional element is a natural extension of the
emotioml,sinee the desire intuitively fathers the pur-
ocs«?." (t)
One writer considers the action of the will to be the result of
the stimulus of th8 ideal.
"The adequate stimulus of will, the stimulus ™hich 13
peculiarly adapted to arouse the self into activity,
is the Ideal, that is, the idea or object WtdLob leads
to the complete realization of the whole 1 ndlvisual. "( 3)
The will to do stimulates motor action, resulting in a trait ac-
tion, corresponding to the ideal. The stimulation of the will
demanding a certain response comes as a result of the emotional
( 1) Booking, h.K., Human hatare and Its Remakinc
(?) rrarlatt, H-.r>., Principles or Moral and Religious hducation,
Lecture Notes.
(t) Hadfield, J.\., Psycholo \t and Horalfi. P. 101

activity. Jut the willing of t ie act conies after rational Ae li-
beration upon its relative values. Thus the act ia at once a
result of the fi llWlt tllft Hfl of the whole self and is therefore to
be regarded as typical of character* But the ideal is the dir-
ecting force, summoning and arousing all the bodily agencies to
act as stimuli or to aid in the carrying out of a moral act,
C. The Teaching of Ideals
1. Choice of Ideals
In the development of ideals t.:ere is s. danger tliat
the individual will be unable \o see the forest for the tress".
Tills will be due to the choice of Ideals, and their relationship.
Ideals must be chosen and developed with the thought in mind of
developing an integrated personality of aupro. ,e moral worth.
The ideals must be more or lesa universal, in the sens of Gen-
eral, sunning up a great many minor qualities. An Illustration
of in abstract ideal w^uld be t'rat of truth or beaut; or good-
ness.
n
ach one may include a number of minor cliaracteri sties
which are to specific to be set up as ideals. The ideal is to
be so establishel as to develop sound moral Judgment, not to be
used as a measuring rod. An ideal should demand all a man has,
mind, intcrents, life. In short, individuals must be so trained
that they cam suoordlu&te -
"their Binds| their lives, and all the interests within
the span or their lives to an J deal which is beyond their
lives and v/hioh may ev^.n at times be bey -nd their under-
stand! ng. "( 1)
(1) Voelker, P.?., The Function of Idea la la Social Education
,
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2. The Techniques of the Teacher
a. "ug^estlon-Inltation
One of the techniques we may use to develop
the ideal refits upon the instinctive tendency to copy the ac-
ti m of another. Hay we call this teclinique the method of
suggestion-imitallon. It taken into consideration the fact that
the pupil har: Inherited along with other t,r. -v icies the tendency
to imitate. Of course the effleaoj of suggestion dtependa upon
the sue; est! bill ty of the Individual >oy or girl. But nearly
every youth from infancy up has observed the actl /ns of others
and attempted to copy them. The middle adolescent Bfcf an en-
tirely new admiration for his elders and ofte i t'e sixteen year
old is fjund attempting, to copy certain habits of some adult
his acquaintance, because they fit In with his developing ideal.
(1) Tyoes
(a) Involuntary Imitation
There are a number of types of imi-
tation, developing as the child develops. The earliest form
rests almost entirely upon reflex activity, - lauching, crying,
etc. Following this comer the tendency to o . \. - "11 c-.cts
Hi t' i environment for the pleasure derived the re fr am. This is
known as spontaneous Imitation. The next for- Ifl constructive
tails 11 OH in which the imagination Is added to spontaneous imi-
tation. The e three type3 may be classed under the general head
of involuntary imitation, which means that the response follows
the stimulus without the conscious choice of a model*
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(b) Conscious Imitation
There regains two ty-^es of irritation
in both of whic'i consciousness makes a definite choice in view
of the fact that it pictures certain deeir?ble ends, which may
be achieved thereby. It is this typa of imitation that the adol-
escent practices. Under conscious imitation we have voluntary
and idealistic imitation. When we reach the level of idealistic
imitation we have left the plane of the concrete and are dwell-
ing in the plane of the abstract. The four preceding types of
imitation depend upon the power of the activity of others to
suggest like activity to the imitator. In idealistic imitation
an Idea is set up as the goal of achievement. This "idea to
be imitated" may be a concept coming as the outgrowth of per-
cepts which have eventuated in habit forma ion. If the imitator
gives a glow to the idea and wills its realization we have an
ideal.
(2) Limitations
The limitations tsf this method are too ob-
vious. It establishes an idea Which may result in behavior.
But we cannot always promise good behavior.
(a) Environment
If as we have shown in the preceding
paragraph ideas develop from established habits, we see the need
of a good environ ent. It would be absolutely i - sslble to
establish good ideals in a community where actions of an anti-
social nature wer countenanced. Not only the environment in
which the home is located, but the schoolroom environment is of
vital importance.
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(b) Example
Example of the right kind ia not al-
ways copied by the children. However, it is expected in this
establishment of an ideal that the teacher will present the best
examples. She herself ia very often the pattern of her pupils.
3y virtue of the position she holds, the children look up to
her aa authoritative an many tinea unconacloualy imitate both
her go 3d and bad habits. Of course little can be done by the
teacher in the way of bettering the example In the home, which
is lent authority by the emotional element involved. But she can
definitely aid by inatilling in the mine! of the youth certain
precepta and standards to be imitated.
(c) Precepts and Codea
From environment and from example the
child copies hi a actiona. Precepts alao afford material for
imitation. The difficulty with their uae, however, occura be-
cauae of the contradictory nature of many. For nearly every
good precept, an opnoalte may be found. V/hich ia the child to
obey? To aid in the elimination of this difficulty, nreceota
have been gathered Into moral code s. This haa nrecioitated ua
into more difficulty, resulting from the fact that the codea
are likely to be dogmatic and too concrete. It is hard to make
one to fit every altuatlon. See for example the Scout Code, the
Hutchlna Code, the Stephena College Code,(l) etc. They ar all
suggestive, but allow for a variety of interpretation3, due to
the fact that each key word repreaenta a number of ideaa. Then,
(1) Appendix I.
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too, we can see how much they vary in regard to what the com-
pilers deemed the essential qualities to be developed. IJo> codes
wil not be sufficient. They are too concrete, lacking the glow
of emotional approval and not giving sufficient training in the
develop"- r$ of the moral judgment.
(3) Criticism of this 'Method
We may conclude this brief discussion of
teaching by suggestion with a few brief statements. Due to its
tendency to be concrete, difficulty arises in achieving an inte-
grated personality. Again, too large a part of Imitation is de-
pendent upon the suggestibility of the individual for suggestion
to be effective in every Instance. Likewise, the mere setting be-
fore the individual of an example to Imitate will achieve noth-
ing without an attempt being made to ma'-e the example desirable,
riven then the child cannot be depended upon always to exerc'se
right choice. The satisfaction of im ertlate desire may be to him
the only means of choice he has. Ho the teacher has to develop
rational moral Judgment and the power to deliberate. By middle
adolescence, as we have seen, the individu aL is exercising
choice, and attempting to make his life harmonize with ideals he
has established, We must also remember that the adolescent of
15-17 years has easily aroused emotions, which often lead to acts
wherein little Judgment is exercised. It 3s the duty of the tea-
cher of this age group to strengthen more. 1 Jud-gment.
In favor of this technique we may say that
right environment and right precept are fundamental to the esta-
blishment of an ideal. They give the ideal Intellectual content.
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But it muat be given emotional content as well if it is to be
desired. It is true that pure reflex, spontaneous imitation
may lead the individual unconsciously to copy. But the higher
plane of imitation has to be motivated by desire. Barley says,
"the development of an ideal is both an emotional
and an intellectual process, out the emotional is
by far the most Important. Ideals that lac : the
emotional coloring are simply intellectual prop dsi-
tlons and have little directf vc . force uoon con-
duct." (1)
b. Creation of Desire
Hence the second technique that the moral in-
structor needs to acquire is the method of creati \g desire. He
must understand the physiological and psychological background
of the emotions and learn h uw to all the required response to a
stimulus i tis factory.
(1) Physiological Background of the "motions
Briefly, the physiological background of
emotions is the nervous system* A stimulus received by an end
organ is carried by the sensory nerves to the cortex of t.-e brain
where the suitable adjustment is made and the response returns
over the motor nerve to the muscles, resulting in the definite
action. When the responses to the stimuli are vividly felt we
have an emotion.
".hen the bodily response is rather profound and widespread, in-
volving particularly the visceral and glandular mechanisms the
resulting complex of sensations is called an emotion. "(2)
(2) Laws of Learning
Upon the physiology of t* e nervous system
(1) Bagley, \7. C«
,
Educative Process p. 2;
(2) Gates, A. J., Psychology~Tor Students of Education P. 158.
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have be n built the three laws of lemming. A3 stated by Dr.
Athearn they are: the law of repetition, the law of rec- ncy,
and the law of emotional ^reference. The first law is also
known as the law of use, both terns, "use" and "repetition",
being almost solf-explanltory.
(a) Law of Repetition
The law of repetition holds that
the message or nerve impulse traveling to the brain and thence to
the muscles, wore a groove, or brought about certain change? in
the synapses which will aid in increasing the rapidity of the re-
sponse at the r currence of the stimulus, "r.c:- repeated stimu-
lus and response wears a deeper path, thereby insuring a definite
reacion to a ^articular stimulus.
(b) Eaw of Recency
The law of recency is the correla-
tive of the law of dier.se. It says -
"other things being equal, the more recc rt the er.er-
cise, tb stronger the connection between the situation
and response." (1)
In the majority of our responses
to stimuli, however, neither of the two laws described acts in as
slip"1.: a manner as described. They more often consist of a num-
ber of simple reactions, thus making the exercise quite complex.
(c) lav of I—limn 1 "'reference
The third law, the law of omotlon-
aX -~ refer :-nce, holds that we tend to recall or Timber most easily
(1) dates, A. I., Psychology for Students of Education P. 158
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those things which aroused the most satisfying sensations cr
produced the most satisfactory results. Thissls also known as
the lav; of effect. All tliree 1; v/.. are Just as applicable to
the teachin/3 of ideals an to tic te aching of mathematics. Like-
wise the £ must be the same rational function in achieving cliar-
acter as there is in solving a problem.
(3) Methods of Appeal
The law offeffect or emotional preference
is the particular one of the three upon which the teachHsaees the
methods slie use , to stimulate the emotions. The responses which
arouse the ra nt satisfactory emotions being the one:; that are
most easily recalled, the teacher tries to Inculcate an ideal
in the mind of the child by providing satisfaction in a new act.
(a) :o-.pulsion
One itsthen which can be used la the
method of compulsion. Very frequently a youth does something
which he may not desire for Itself, but as the better of two
alternatives, the other alternative carrying a very negative emo-
tional content. Although this is a useful nethod of creating
desire and building up the emotional content of an ideal, a
fltill better method is to select some present satisfactory acti-
vity and attach the new ideal to that. This method presupposes
1 nciv ial rational mind with the ability to reason through an act
to its consequences. The teacher may have to guih.. the reason-
ing of the individual, but once he has seer: the advantages of a
certain ideal, his desire for it will be the greater.
(b) Hero worship
There are certain characters that
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liave lived throughc it the ages that always appeal to the mind
of the growing child* Even more do they appeal to the hoy or
girl In middle adolescence because he more keenly appreciates
character value. The teacher can arouse enthusiasm lor a cer-
tain ideal by using one of t e heroes of history or fiction who
exemplified this ideal In his daily life. Such a character is
that of Lincoln. In boyhood, Lincoln himself might become the
ideal. In adolescence, the Ideal la apt to be more ab tract.
Ther fore in this period Lincoln would point the way to the real-
ization of an ideal, out he himself would not necessarily be-
come an Ideal.
(c) Aesthetic Ap eal
Poetry, drama, flctloi, biography
may be a great influence in the building of an ideal. They aay
be called upon to make heroes more real, desired cljaracteristica
more obtainable
•
"Literature baa always been regarded as one of the
moat important means for the development of high
ethical cliaracter. " (1)
Visual art, by both concrete and abstract presentation of mes-
sages, wields an unexcelled power. The color, the line and
form, the play of light and shado7/ all make an impression that
helps to fix the ideal the teacher v. Isnes to inculcate.
It is es sntial that all of these
methods of appeal be used to arouse and stimulate the emotions,
for la the fL nal ane lysis, it 13 -
(1) Douglas, A. A., Secondary Education P. 488
r
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"through the emotion of the Ideal and through this
course alone (that) the collective will can be con-
centrated and directed over long period" of ti'-ie to
parti cular e .ids
.
M
{ I
)
c. ..'vrtT.on v/l 11 to \ctivlty
After the Idea has been presented and emotion-
alized, creating the desire, the nezt task of the teacher la
to cultivate moral Judgment and the power to deliberate.
(1) Develop Moral Judrment
In fact, moral Judgment |f deoendent
upon the faculty to lellberate, to weigh the opposing sides of
a question and determine its good aid bad elements, A Judgment
ia made aonetimas by intuition, sometime" hy precedent. But
intuition can oe no safe criterion, M 1t Is too closely allied
with the emotions an.i the 1 iGtinct". t'-er * - -v^hit a
tr aetworthy criterion, But both Intuition an<? precedent,
iHUM oy delih ration, give wei ~ht to a ]ufl$pwilt«
(2) 7111 to ^o ?l;$ht
To develop moral Judgment the teacher has
to spend a great deal of time developing the will to do rimht.
;'c::c z':c nil el:; up n vt\ : t '^..i be-: : 'ev- ? >-- o n in t.r, e h one • T f the
individual doer5 not have the will to do rleht, it "rill be im -
possible to develop moral Judgment, 'fe consider the will to do
rlrht as the will to have the greatest good for the greatest num-
ber of people. Then this has once been ertablished, every ideal
Is tateiynfeled in its light* every act la considered with refer-
ence to this vie?/ of life.
( 1) Voellier, .P-Equoted from BenJ. Kidd in ?unctione of Ideals in
Social Education P. 29.
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(3) Reason Developed
The entire latter of Judgment rests in
the end on the equipment of the Individual mind. The Individual
must have facts, must have knowledge that hl~ moments of delib-
eration will not be :»ere day-dreaming. Toward this end has the
teacher be n working in presenting examo e and nrecept to the
youth. She b&fed ur> a good, example or a desirable nrecent. She
emotionalized it. So far the youth knows and desires only the
go )d. Now she must help him to see why she ha3 called it good
and lead him to will to do good by he loin'* hi to reason through
the act to the consequences and to contrast these with the con-
sequences of another act. She helps him to select the one that
will yield the most value. He can now determine whether or not
the c jnsequences harmonize with his ideal. The teacher must
give the pupil sufficient data, both to discover the consequences
and to interpret them in the light of his desire.
(4) Opportunity for Action.
The example plus the desire plus the
reasoned choice plus the added glow when the conscious sanction
of the act is given, stimulates the will without which moral
character aould not be achieved. The will ha~ oower either to
make or break a man. v/hen go 3d has been visioned and desire^, the
teacher must then stimulate the will to do. All that has gone
beiore in t is discussion indicates how the will is stimulated.
It remains no? for the teacher to give the opportunity for action.
There has been concentration on the one idea. Feeli for it have
been aroused. Alternatives have been presented, and the power to
choose has been cultivated. Action must follow. lib must come
Immediately upon the choice of what is right, and must be decisive
rc
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action. When this is accomplished the ideal ' a~ -rr to func-
tion, and is, on the rray toward becoming a value,
D, Conclusion
In t 13 discussion of the establishment of an ideal we have
shorn that every function of the conscious self is called into
action. All the rental and snirtt-u.nl WIJUlHI of the individual
are used. Through precept and exannle, a :d y-c rVtrr '.t.ly .re-
sented tilths, numo^es are vi Binned. FnWnill >W for these nur-
roses. is created. Both moral Judgment and moral imagination are
developed. All that a man is, is trained toward the fnlfillmc it
of the ideal. I Bay with aaoura^ce ~oral character is best achievad
through allegiance to the highest ethical ideal, all powers and
abilities coming as contributory aids to the realization of life's
supreme value. This then is a val? d method -»f character educa-
tion.
More, it is a valid meth~ 1 of chsract^r ed ^a A '' ~n for
middle adolescence. First, becaus~ they have reached the stage
of mental development vherc abstract ss well a m c-rcretr. 3 dens
are understood. The idea l must start as an abstract ide." , Se-
cond, because the adolescent enot* ns *»r- ea^iV* "-r used, and in
need of control and direct 1 on. This new emotional life has
rrea ter driving power than previously, carrying the youth put into
activity. Third, the adolescent will is in nee"? of development
Such as would come from Batting one's self t n 'i '- ~f achieving
a definite goal. Fourth* the ideal ^s natural to the adolescent.
ItaajN is a -
"persistent search for the heroic and perfect in youth." (l)
(1) King, I. S,, The Hl/y School Ar>e ?. 86.
tf
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He is forming his own ideals since his psychoid icrl nature is
ready for them. Hence he is more willing to accent ideals pre-
sented v*ith the right kind of emphasis.
Fifth, the conscience and moral jud.-i.nt of the individual
in this a&c grouo lias reached the stage where he has sufficient
data and lar^e enough experience to make certain rather momentous
decisions for himself. He has learned to value. Jut he needs the
constant clarifying of his sight. This the ideal can dc . The
development of moral character in middle adolescence through use
of the ideal is therefore possible and wise.
How to develop this ideal will oe discussed in the next
chapter*

CHAPTER III
ART AS A MEANS OP ESTABLISHING ADOL-
ESCENT IDEALS
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sage. We find also these two definitions:
"The exhibition of the power of perceiving the beau-
tiful and expressing it in artistic forms'* ; and
"The actual production or construction of objects beau-
tiful in form, color or sound; the practical applica-
tion of the aesthetic principle."
To underhand these thoroughly an ana -ysis seems essential. Both
cld.lT. that art is an attempt to expres- the beautiful,
a. Relation to Beauty
To know what art is, we must know what the beau -
tiful is, or what beauty is,
(1) Historical Interpretation of Beauty
Beauty has received many interpretations
throughout history. The ancient G-reek philosopher ' pon'ered upon
it. The modern philosophers seek to anc l/ae it. lato and Aris-
totle hell it to be a quality of things. It was objective. Soc-
rates held beauth to be essentially moral and useful. Uo one of
the three succeeded in separating beauty from the good and per-
fect. It had ethical implications. In the theory of rlotinus
beauty was freed from this dependence. Under him beauty was
"recognized as the victorious power of spirit in ex-
ternalising its sensuous phenomena," (1)
Cicero distinguished it from the useful and maintained that digni
ty, charm and grace co prised its elerr. ofts. In modern thought we
find three interpretations.
1. Beauty is due to characteristics innate in the ot Ject,
2. Beauty is the objectificatlon of the idealizations of
th: mind,
(1) Windelbrand, W., A History of Philosophy P. 249
•
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CHAPTER III
ART AS A MEANS -F ESTABLISHING ADOL-
ESCENT IDEALS
A. Purpose
As we have already seen, character is developing rapid-
ly during the period of middle adolescence. It Is taking on
more or less definite forms which 7/ill remain T?ith the indivi-
dual throu hout his lifetime. To aid In the development of char-
acter, the inculcation of the ideal has been suggested, since it
meets certain needs of the adolescent boy or girl. So far we
have been laying the groundword for the aonclusion at which we
desire to arrive. It i3 now ti":e to discuss the specific means
by use of which the ideal can dev lop character, - namely pic-
torial art. As I said in a preceding chapter, (1) all art gives
authority to the acceptance of an ideal. But for the purpose"
of this paner we shall limit our consideration entirely to pic-
torial art.
B. Nature of Art
1. definition
Before we can study the true contribution which art can
make to character education it is necessary to seek a definition
of the terra. V/e must know what art is and wherein lies its power
to accomplish what we believe is within the realm of art to ach-
ieve. According to the Century Dictionary -
"Art is simply the harmonic expression of human emotions."
This, It seems to me is ttoo limited. True art does depict emotions,
but it also denicts an idea which may be called the artist's mes-
(1) Page 51.
I
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m
3m Beauty is due to the bodily and mental reactions
of the beholder.
The Last % :e of these theories are too
subjective. The first theory seems the must tenable as it allows
for all forms of beauty, that of nature a3 well as that of man's
creation, '.Yhile the second and third theories s cm to depend too
much on man's erection. \7hat then m?,y we say that beauty is?
(2) Definition of Beauty
It must be both subjective and objective.
It must ap eal to more than the emotions. May we say that it is
that quality which arouses in us peac^ and harmony because of the
perfect agreement between imagination and understanding?
"The feeling of beauty arires in connection with those
objects in the a ^prehension of which in the imagination
sensibility and understanding co-operate in harmonious
manner. "(1)
beauty brings unit, and self-completeness into life. It is
"reality offering a glimps- of the solution of its own
problem of evil; its soil is in experience. "(2)
According to George lantayana -
"Beauty seems to be the clearest manifestation of per-
fection, and the best evidence of its possibility. If
perfection is, as it should be, the ultimate justi-
fication of being, we may underst nd the ground of the
moral dignity of beauty. Beauty is a pledge of the
possible conformity between the soul and nature, and con-
sequently a ground of faith in the supremacy of the good." (3)
(1) YTlndelbrand, History of Philosophy P. 563
(2) Hfrcking, .7.* E. , Human Nature and Its Remaking p. 327
(3) Gantayana, Geo,, The Sense of Beauty P. 269
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b. Final Definition of Art
This then being the nature of beauty let us re-
turn to the consideration of the definition of art as the means
of expressing that beauty which brings In er harmony to man.
Art itself will then unify man's personality, since it carries
the values of beauty.
"Art is the adequate and harmonious expression and inter-
pretation of some phase of man's life in true relation to
the whole." (1)
Aa I have previously stated, (2) the discussion in this paper will
be Unite 1 to pictorial art. Although we have consider*. 1 art as
the portrayer of beauty and have 'ought, to define it, our under-
standing is inadequate until we know more of the nature of art.
In expressing the beautiful, art must release the imagination, ex-
press desire, stimulate thought and arouse the feeling of beauty
within the spectator.
2, Art Pictures the Artist's Desire
The artist expresses hi 3 Mi personality in the pic-
tures he oaint~, It may be a reflation of actual circumstances;
it may be a dream of what he would de3ire the circumstances to
be. Van Gogh* a procadure was -
"to make reality the starting point for a dream of
what he would have it >e." (3)
To bri .g pleasure and satisfaction to the spectator, the dream of
the artist or the desire Dijtured on the canvas must be univer-
sal. It must be within the realm of all human desire.
(1) Griggs, K# H., Art and the Human Spirit P. 9
(2) 3ee : age 50.
(3) Parker, D. H., The Analysis of rt . . 11.
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"A religious pict i ; will Interest the spectator be-
cause of hin fund of religious feeling, irrespective
of the particular situation in the life of the artist
out of which it arc:-. "ven if it were true that some
'complex' in the life of the artist motivated every work
of creative art, it would not be necessary that the
spectator have a similar complex in order to appreciate It" (1)
But there must be something sufficiently universal In the paint-
ing to make tt seem a part of the experience of the spectator.
"The work of art is the dream made objective, perman-
ent, self-consc " us, mutual," (2)
It is -
"a message from the artl3t to the world, his attempt to
say something so beautifully and therefore so compelling-
ly, that all men wil L listen, and having listened will
feel and under^tnad, " (3)
C, Artist's Methods of Conveying Kis Message
The message of the artist is conveyed thru the mediums of
form, "composition, color and symbolism. "(4)
His objectified drea^i is made known to us as we leam to appre-
ciate the significance of each eleme ,t in the painting. Unless
all of the picture is appreciated, all of the possible reactions
of the spectator are not aroused and the message is lost, pos-
sibly in the emotional appeal of color. This being the case, it
is ermential that we examine the form more closely,
1 t Form
a. Unity
As we first look at a painting it represents a
(1) Parker, D, H. , The Analysis of Art P, 13
(2) Socking, W. E,, tauma^Nature and Its Remaking P. 317
(3) Balle,-, A. E., Use of ArtTh ReTTglous Education P. 34
(4) Ibid, P, 34,
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whole. It ie a unit, Examining each se arate element of the
picture -re find that it is, as a rule, definitely related to
the message of the whole. Nothing is there Trhlch V.oea not con-
tribute to the significance of the entire creation. Not only-
la everything in the pictire esse -tla 1, but we find that al 1 that
is essentia] has be :n chosen. The artist has so clarified hi?
feeling, his dream, his thought, that he has :een able to reduce
it to fie least possible elements and s till preserve his idea in
its puiety and beauty. Parker 3ays -
"The beautiful object is organized all through, baked
all through like a cake." (1)
This el. ... :t in composition is known as unity.
b. Variation in Unity and Repetition
But unity, If pressed too far, may become mono-
tonous and destroy the beauty of the picture. The principle of
variation in unity must also be understood and appreciated by
the artist and by the interprctor. The principal theme in stated,
and perhaps repeated. An im ediate third repetition would des-
troy the i fiectivenes3 of its appeal. So the artist Introduces
a contrasting theme. Upon returning to the original theme, it
is welcomed with zegt because it has become familiar through pre-
vious association and the contrasting theme lias brought out its
beauties. A. picture composed of a repetition of vertical lines
would be most tedious and uninspiring. The more important lines,
yes, even the majority of lines may be vertical, but horizontals
must be applied to give the verticals stamina.
(1) Parker, D. H., The Analysis of Art ?. >fc«
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Opposition lends greater significance to the primary theme. Not
only in line3 but in colors and figures ia the principle of diver-
sity or variation employed.
c. Balance
Another princiDle is that of balance:
"The picture, if a good one, has a central point and on both
sides of this, various components fall LUct freights hanging
to a lever, and the forces on the two sld33 are equal." (1)
In the early pre-Renai33ance paintings, this balance was almost
too formal, to:; perfect. If t ere was a central f 3 gur with three
secondary figures on the left, there would likewise be three sec-
ondary figures on the right. The picture is thus to obviously
divided into halves, and beauty 3 s rarely acHeved.
Balance does not mean such precise measuring of
the elements on the left and the n ^ht of the picture. It merely
demands an enuality of op losing elements, and though they may not
seem equal in numbers, or size, the s^aclr.l relationships have a
great d al to do in maintaining balance. Likewise each element
must ap ear to need the other. In moving fro~ this to: symmet-
rical a balance we may ap ^ear to go to the other extreme. Asymmet-
rical elements may become ap ar nt. !3ut this asym etry is a
clever device to express some definite mood or idea, and if the
picture is examined carefully, it will be seen that t a -e Is a
background of balance.
d. llhythm
Another principal which contribute? to the unity
(l) Hayward, W% H., The Le s son In Appreciation P.144.
ri
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of the whole la that >f rhythm. But this is vased on tvro of the
preceding principles, thematic variation and balance. In rhythm
we have a oeriodlc recurrence of like and unlike, each element
upon its reappearance being no different than formerly,
2. Language of Art
These are the principles which give a work of art
unity. But as I have previously suggested (1) composition, color,
and symbolism are the Language by which the message is set forth.
T$e principles of unity, variation, balance and rhythm are sug-
gested as we study the language of art. It is through this lan-
guage that we have any painting t.vat demands V.icae four princi-
ples,
a. Composition
"Composition Is the artist's way of putting things
together effectively. The artist has one or at most
two chief ideas to express and by composition he leads
our mindsto discover what these are," (2)
( l) Linear
One of the chief types of c omposltion is
known as linear composition. By the U3e of lines the artist draws
our eyes to a particular point in the picture which may be said
to contain the key to the though of the whole composition. The
lines do not of course appear definitely as such on the canvas. By
a clever arrangement of light and shadow the artist leads the eye
fron one object to another, until the focal point is reached.
(1) See Page 62
(2) Bailey, <\. I7 ,, The Use of Art in Religious Education P, 35
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These lines ordinarily proceed from without, in. That is they
lead the eye from t e edges of the picture across intervening
space and secondary figures, to the central or dominant element
of the whole painting. This is in order that the picture may be
entered the more easily. Occasionally a picture erects a bar-
rier, that makes it almost impossible to gain illtiaiMWi to the
thought of the picture. It seens as though the eye meets a defi-
nite obstruction which will not allow us to discover the secret
it guards. But the clever artist ordinarily invites the specta-
tor to enjoy and to un"er n tand na s work by arranging these light
lines, or "eyepaths" (1) in such a Hay as to make it impossible
for the message to be missed.
In the painting "The Boyhood of r7alter
Raleigh" by Mil Lais, the main focus is the face of the bo ;, Walter.
Note how many lines lead to bis face. Follow the line from the left
heel of the sailor along his nuscular leg, across to the legs of
Raleigh and so on up to his x'ace. The shore line leads us to the
same focus. Beginning at the left hand edge of the picture,
near the hat, note how the line runs from a piece of white sail
ona toy boat, across to the hat, and follows the back- line of
Raleigh himself, to the head. Another line may be traced from the
waist of the old sailor, over to the second boy's hands and thence
to the face of Raleigh. The outstretched right arm of the sailor,
suggests that we lo~>k at the horizon. But a clever line arrange-
ment draws our attention back to the face of the main figure.
Start with the straight forefinger, tr^ce l line along the am,
(l) Bailey, A. :., The Use of Art in RclfriAous Education P. 35
#


the shoulders, to the left hand of the- sailor, to the head of
the little playmate and across to the face of Raleigh. This
shows how an artist helps us to select the chief figures in the
drama he presents, either boy might have been Raleigh but the
lines Indicate that it is the one at the left of the picture.
(2) Psychological
<\ second form of composition is that lenown
as psychological. :jy thi method the eye of the observer Li at-
tracted to th* principle object ,r figure, because all the people
in the picture are inters s ted in it. "very heed is turned in
that direction. Such a pic . ore as "Christ and the Rich Young Man"
by Von Oeohardt illustrates this method. ..ere the peasants are
Intent upon Christ who has been speaking to them, and is now
holding a friendly conversation with the rich young ruler. Julien
Dupre ha3 taken a very small ooject for the focus of his picture,
"The Balloon", but we immediately perceive the ballon because ever?-
peasant is loDki .g In that direction, most of them ?:lth their backs
toward us. Illustrations witho at number might be cited of Low the
artist has constucted pictures upon psychological ' ' .: at-
tention.
(3) Emphasis
A third method of acquainting the obser-
er with the main object, is by emphasis. The artist places the
figure or object to which he wishes to call our attention, In a
conspicuous position, rr |a conspicuous clothing. The Important
figure may stand by itself as opposed to a larger group. The
clothing may be In striking cilor contrast tc the clothing of the
larger group. .'hatev. r method is used, t e artist aims to give
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his leading character prominence by a subordination of all other
characters. An examination of Cor-eggio's "Holy Night;" shows
an example of this type of composition. There are lines that
lead to the Christ Child. But the majority of lines lead away
from this focal point. It is the luminous light that immediate-
ly leads our eyes to trie virgin and her child. They are the
brightest s ot of the picture . TUt light on the other figures
is a reflection f
r
am this center of pure, white light.
(4) Composite
These, then are the three forms of com-
position. As referred to here, they appear t o be distinct types.
But rarely do we find one picture, the composition of which is ex-
clusively linear, or psychological or by emphasis • All three
elements may apnear in one picture, thus triply emphasizi Og the
focus. Or one may emphasize the primary object of our attention,
and another emphasize the secondary object. fhieh a treatment
would be illustrated in Munkacsy's "Christ before Pilate" where
both Pi.late and Christ should engage our attention. Both are
dressed in garments sharply contrasted to the throng. Both oc-
cupy positions of prominence. The old man that scorns to be talk-
ing is gesturing both toward Christ and toward Pilate, "early
everyone is looking at Christ. Certain lines lead to Christy
and others direct our attention to dilate. Plainly, ev..ry for: of
com position has been used, but by emphasis our e; ren are led to
Pilate and by the psycho logical method our attention is turned to
Jesus.
b. Color
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The second e lement which discloses the mes-
sage of the artist Is color. Nearly al of the pictures we see
are photographs In gray and white of the originals, and so we
miss the glory of "the color. That these half tones receive the
admiration they do proves that color is not vital. But if a photo-
graph of a masterpiece ia placed side by side with a colored re-
production, provided each ia v. worthy ccw, Which will be the more
loved? The colored one as a rule in pr eerred.
(1) Discloses Mood
The color frequently discloses the
entire mood of a painting. Take for example Person's "Repose in
Egypt" with its deep blue sky, and sharply lighted sphinx and its
burden; or examine V7» L. Taylor's "When I Consider Thy Heavens".
In thee* we find much of the messafe portrayed by the dark, den-
sity of the night. Mystery is definitely suggested. So other
color affects produce other ideas regarding the message of a pic-
ture.
(2) Symbolism of color
If the observed is i .itiated into the
use of color, certain colors will represent certain ideas or feel
ings; for example white is for purity an* ere - : for co )!..•*: se and
reticence. Of the three means of conveying a message used by the
artist, color makes the most definite appeal to the emotions, I
am reserving a fuller discussion of color for later treatment
under the emotional values of painting, (l)
(l) See Page 72
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c. Symbolism
(1) Intellects 1 Ap --eal
The final means of M^y—alHg an
idea is by use of symbolism. This ia the moat intellectual
of the three. Knowing t- hey to certain shortand notations
in the pa I iting, makes the painting more intelligible. A
ra
Bvpol io merely ona of these shorthand notations. Nearly all
church art abounds in symboll so. Characters are recognized and
can be identified by certain, emblems which t". )C>l\i\ So Christ
may be lowro by the symbol and others. Abstract ideal are
someti es ^epresente ~ by concrete images. hor example eternity
ia represented by an unbroken circle, and immortality by A ffffe*
cocl:.
(2) Symbolism in Sarly Art
3ymboliam developed as a means of
express' v something which is intang.i ble , abstra *t, and also to
ffl Ifllil 11 the real significance of tne message. Only the initia-
ted may read and understand*
A most syraooli c picture is the hhru-
cifixlon" by Pra Angelico. Nearly ev-ry character in the crowd
below the cross can be identified by his own peculiar ensignia.
So also can the prophets and sibyls in the frame. The fifth
figure from the left, at? idlng beneath the cross, is one most
readily recognised because of his goats' hair .Jachet and staff
in trie shape of a cross, John the Baptist ia always reco nized
by these t-.-o symbols, Thia is merely one illustration of how
an artist uses symbols to aid in the expression of an idea.
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(3) Use of rcdern Artists
Among modern artiste, the pre- v>ap-
haelites, living in the middle and latter -Dart of the nineteenth
century, oMd syirbolisn: to a great degree* "The Light of the
World" by Holman Hunt abounds in symbolism. 34 also does the
painting "The ? tar of tatfelehem" by Burne-Jonee. Symbolism is
indeid a moat important instrapent in the hands of the artist to
aid him in making himself understood,
D. Spectator** Means of Understanding the Painting
In t is study we have go far seen the means by which the
artist soea :s to us. But what la there in us, that respond.??
1« The Emotional Reroonse
The first response to a truly good painting is an
emotional response. Lines and color both arouse t: ..moil on.«
.
Parker goes so far as o claim that
"color and lines have newer to stimulate emoti-;:v?,
irrespective of their use."(i)
Tills is a rathe:." broad, statement, but he bacis uo his argument
with regard to the efficacy of mere linen to MNKMN emotion*, by
saying that movement 13 involved in following a line, and accord-
ing as this movement Lfl pleasing or displeasing, smooth or inter-
rupted, a corresponding emotion is arouse I. (2) Be that as it
may, respecting detached Lines, it can easily be shown that op-
posing lines in a oicture give the fault iifl, of conflict and strife.
a. Reaction t) the Line of the Composition
"Automedon with the Horses of A.chil es" by
(1) Parker, D. H» , The Analysis of Art P. 75.
(2) Ibid, P. 77
i
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Regnault in the Boston "useum of Fine Arts, shows how lines
forming acute a g&s with each other may represent struggle) • In
contrast note the dignity of the picture "In the Garden" by
DePorest Brush, secured by the lone, unbroken oval of the lines.
Puffer explains the emotional reactions upon the basis of motor
and sensory reactions. (1) Likewise Munsterberg -
"Every curve or line or space-division is psychologi-
cally a system of eye movement sensation." (2)
To have a picture positively esthetic and beautiful these motor
reactions must be pleasurable. They must be
"suited to the functions of the organ Involved." (3)
The "line of beauty" so called by Hogartn is the letter "3" of
it
Z"
b. Reaction to the Color of the Composition
In a brief manner I hav . previously suggested
(ft) that color arouses the emotions and stimulates the feelings.
Frederica Beard clai s that
"scientific observation lias proved color has an
effect on the nervous organization; certain colors
bringing rest and repose, while others tend to ex-
citement and disquietude." (5)
Bright colors tend to excite the emotion and their absence is
soothing.
"Saturation gives emotional depth to a color, while
the relative absence of it makes a color suneri'iclal
(1) Puffer, E. D. , The Psycho lory of Beauty ?. 103
(2) Lhinsterberg, H. , Principles of Art Education P. 82
(3) Puffer, E.D., The Psychology of Beauty P. 104
(4) See Page 6°
(5) 3eard, F. Art."Beautv 1n EdtUSB t.1 on"Jour .Nat * 1 :duc. Assn.Vol. 12
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Ceo npare dark blues or reds, with light blue a and
plnrts, or purple with lavender?, ) . (1)
In combination, those colors which offer the least contrast
produce the least pleasing effect. This is because certain
colors demand their op o sites by the very nature of man. Slue
demands 'green and if the artist presents both a more satisfy-
ing effect is produced.
c. Reaction to Light and Shade
Not only color, but light and aliade produce
decided effects, 77hen all is light, ft feeling of security and
well-being is stimulated and when shadows and darkness enter,
man is caused to fe 1 uneasy, disquieted. I.'unsterberg has a
physiological explanation for the effect of color, and light
and shade.
"The impression of llghtnes" or darknesr, of mire or
mixed, of saturated or aturated color, arc starting
points for centrifugal waves which ar carried through
the whole body, influence our brer thing and our blood
circulation, our muscular strain, the pressure of our
Joints, the tension of our tendons, the oldening of our
pvpll, the tonus of our whole system. "(2)
d. Need for Harmony of Color and Line
Since both form and color produce physical re-
actions which arouse the emotions, it is evident that the form
must not produce that which will conflict with what is produced
by the color. They mu st agree one with the other. The digni-
fied li ies in DeForest Brush* s "In the Garden" demand the dignified
colors usea there, and vice versa.
(1) Parker, D. H., The Analysis of Art P. 75
(2) Kunsterberg, H., Principles of Art Education P. 97
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2. Intellectual Interpretation
But the emotional values are not bl inly ones real-
ized thru the study of a painting and an understanding of the
composition and color. Intellectual values are likev/ise real-
ized. The history of art shows that it lias been used to teach
the truth.
a. Dogmatic Teaching: of Early Christian Art
Early christian art in its crude form attempted
to hold certai religious doctrines before the people by the use
of such symbols as the sacred fish, meaning that Jesus Christ is
the Son of G-od, our Saviour. In mr iaeval art, doctrines of the
church continued to be depicted,
b. Social Gospel of the Modern Artist
Modern artists use palette and brush to preach a
social gospel. Mr. Beneker is one outstanding in his attempt to
make the laborer less despised and to raise the load now sup-
ported by industrialism.
c. Method
To gather the intellectual message of a paintine,
there must be a definite study of the picture. Having studied
in brief survey the means the artist uses to express his message,
we must learn to find t ese in the painting, ere we can rightly
interpret it. (1)
(l) Analyse the Emotional Response
Almost as soon as we look at a painting there
are certain emotional reactions that take place in our being. But
if we will assume the attitude and faciil expressions of the char-
acters, more definite emotions will be aroused. To account for
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these emotions, we must examine the elements of the picture that
are productive of such a reaction, especially line and color,
technicalities already discussed. This will lead us a Ion:: way
toward the understanding of the message.
(2) Study the Details
Then we mu3t study the expression on the
faces of the characters, their positions, the details of their
clothing and of the background. All the symbols must be inter-
preted. The details must be so impressed upon our minds tliat
later we may recall them at will.
After all the details have be:.n considered,
and the emotional responses analysed from the point of view of
their stimuli, then the message should be stated briefly. This
clarifies the painti :g and makes it of definite worth to the
individual.
3. Volitional Response
Perhaps not every painti ng summons the will to activity,
but that it 3 s "esirable and possible cannot be denied. This is
more or less deoendent upon the strength of the emotions aroused
while studying the picture, which in turn Is determined by the
strength of the painter's art. There are some paintings which we
see that call us so definitely to activity, that a denial of tiiat
call would be self-negation. That more pictures do not offer a
sufficient stimulus to the will i3 not the fault of the object but
of the person perceiving the object. V.'e are so prone to say
"Isn't it beautiful? That color is so rich, and the satin of her
gown looks so shimmery. " This we say; ;sive the picture a second
look and pass on. If the artist had a message for us, we did not
(
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tarry long enough to receive it, I believe that the will is
stimulated by those paintings that become our friea<SUU In what
subtle way, we know not, but that it does, is proven by our chan-
ged attitude after living with the painting for a time,
Em The Function of Art Relative to the Establishment of I \ ,1s
in Middle Adolescence
The function of art has already been suggested in the fore-
going discussion. If it appeals so strongly to the emotions, the
intellect and the will, it is because it was so intend© 7 . The
artist uses his painting as a means of communicating an idea or
a feeling about something too elusive to exoress in words,
"That which the painter gives un in a stimulation, a sugges-
tion, a demand," (1)
1. Art for Art's Sake Versus Art for Morality's Sake
If the artist has an idea to expres , it should be wor-
thy of the means he uses for its expres ion, and should be as
beautiful when stated baldly in plain English, as when set upon
a canvas with the power of form and color to beautify it. On the
function of art, the discussion has been long and heated. There
are those who say "Art for art's sake," and others "Art for moral-
ity's sake," The fact that beauty and morality both have value
of themselves, has orobably caused much of the conflict, each
being jealous of its value and fearing the domination of another
value, T/hen in their own soberer, their value is discovered, we
can more readily see their relations to each other,
( 1) Llunsterberg, H,, The "ternal Values P.
-
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a. Intrinsic Values of Art
Our discussion of art in the early part of this
chapter shou Id have shown us what are its intrinsic values. We
have here one of the purest forms of intrinsic value. Beauty-
bap, the power to release us from the sordid and to lift us above
all practical worries Schopenhauer contrasts this calm moment
of untroubled contemplation with the restless striving of the
will;
"At once the peace which we have been ever seeking, but
which has ev^.r fled from us on the path of the desires,
comes of its own accord and it is well with us. It is
the painless state which n-oicurus held to be the highest
good., the blessed lot of the £°ds. For a moment we are
set free from the miserable striving of the will; we en-
Joy the sabbath of rest from the servitude of billing;
the wheel of Ixion stands ftlll«" (l)
These moments of disenthr^ lment cannot be of great duration, but
frequent rest in the realm of beauty gives us those moments need-
ed to kee our vision clear, and our striving dynamic,
b. Intrinsic Values Morality
Little has so far been said of the intrinsic value of
morality. Morality refers to those character virtue- which make
every part of life full of spiritual meaning and nurpose. They
brin satisfaction alike to the possessor and to others. They
are not to be considered however in the strictly traditional sense.
The old Jews in legalistic religion, held certain virtues to be
essential, and performed rites diligently that these virtues might
be acquired. But they neglected the snirlt necessary for the full-
est blossoming of character virtues. This has too long been our
interpretation of morality. The newer morality demands self-
(l) (Schopenhauer in Tyerett)
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a. Intrinsic Values of Art
Our discussion of art in the early part of this
chapter shou Id have shown us what are its intrinsic values, 7/e
have here one of the purest forms of intrinsic value. Beauty
has the power to release us from the sordid and to lift us above
all practical worrie . Schopenhauer contrast::* this calm moment
of untroubled contemplation with the restless striving of the
will;
"At once the peace which we have been ever seeking, but
which has ev^ r fled from us on the path of the desires,
comes of its own accord and it is y/ell with us. It is
the painless state which Epicurus held to be the highest
good, the blessed lot of the gods. For a moment we are
set free from the miserable striving: of the will; we en-
Joy the sabbath of rest from the servitude of billing;
the wheel of Txion stands stll-." (1)
These moments of disenthr"1 lment cannot be of great duration, but
frequent rest in the realm of beauty r;lves us those moments need-
ed to keep our vision clear, and our striving dynamic.
b. Intrinsic Value of "oralitv
Little lias so far been said, of the Intrinsic value of
morality. Morality refers to those character virtue- which make
every part of life full of tpS ritual meaning- and nurpose. They
brin satisfaction alike to the possessor and to others. They
are not to be considered however in the strictly traditional sense.
The old Jews in legalistic religion, hal- certain virtues to be
essential, and oerformed rites diligently that these virtues might
be acquired. But they neglected the snirit necessary for the full-
est blossoming of character virtues. This has too long been our
Interpretation of morality. The newer morality demands self-
(1) (Schopenhauer in "verett)
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sacrifice. It is humanitarian. Morality as we recognize it to-
day -
"corisista in realizing the maximum of go oct for the in-
dividual and for society through the adequate exercise of
human power s
.
B
( 1
)
This then being morality w e may see that the character values of
a truly moral individual are both intrinsic and instrumental.
Having thus briefly discussed the intrinsic values
both of art and morality, we may consider the question of the
true function of art.
2. Fallacy of Advocates of Art . or Art's Sake
a. Art, the Expression of Desire
The advocates of "art for art's sake" make art an
end in itself. All the value which it has is intrinsic. They
do not recognize any instrumental values whereby higher values
may be realize; . . .ccor.V . to this group, art is for the ex
presrion of desire, any subject being portrayed and any method
being used. Art is t o please, and not to preach. So the artist
may represent nature and life as it is. In fact it is his duty
so to do. 3ut tliere are certain things in nature unworthy of
presentation. To portray them would mean the degradation of art
and artist ali-te. Also there are certain pleasures, which were
better not indulged. 'ihe artist is not achieving the highest
art when .he merely paints to give pleasure, unless he choose the
higher values in pleasure.
b. Appeals of Art Ignored
(1) Buermeyer, L. , The Ae sthetic 'xoerience P. 131
1
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The apostles of "art for art's sake", do not apnar-
ently realize the utter impossibility of shutting rrt up in a
closed room, leaving all other values on the outside. Undoubt-
edly it is believed that more freedom tfl allowed to the artist if
he paints mere 1/ to satisfy an in ^er urge. .3ut that subject. ,7hich
he puts on canvs, makes such a strong sense anneal to the obser-
ver, that it cannot help but have an Influence -m his thinking.
The old adage 3ays, "3.s a man thlnketh, so ir he." Hence we may
argue that the painting influences conduct. In fact, that is
just That I tried to say in discussing the volitional appeal of
art. ID
"we may have art for art's sake, feat art is bound to have
a moral effect because of its apneal to the eye. The
' a.luiring gaze* attracts and centers, and gradually shapes
the longings and endeavors of the gazer's entire being,
until he lives for that which ha? held him in thrall, and
is, in fact, the embodiment of his sunremest aspirations! "( 2)
We may say then that art because of its very nature influences
moral conduct. It does not
"live in mi for itself, but must appeal to something
outside itself - man." (3)
3. Truth of \rt for I.1or^lity's Sake
a. Art, the Instructress
Those who would urge that art has a definite-
moral effect, it seems to me, hrve by far the stronger argument.
Since art began to be, It has been used as an instructress. Be-
fore there was any other forr. of communication, pictured symbols
1) See Page 75
2) DuBois, ?., Natural .-. y i r : :..oral Training P. 176
(3) Bunker, J. , "Aesthetic Laws and T "orrl Principles 11 Catholic
World
,
June 1918 P. 3^9
\
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conveyed messages. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in
Europe the only instruction the poor people received wc.s through
the stained glas3 windows and the carvings in the cathedrals.
It is said that even as late as iSartin Luther's day, all the
early conc.ptlons of religion which Luther formed were gained
largely from this same source. If then art has btefl 30 vital a
part ol man's education, we cannot as late as the twentieth cen-
tury , use tnese same mediums without having them influence man.
That influence has already been discussed in the appeal of art
to the emotions, the mind and the will.
b. art Li tigates Desire
sut just wliat doe a art do for us that makes it
have a moral influence? Art has a method of taking the Internal
world and so portraying it that our desires, our dreams, our
ideal3 become real and living. It shows us our desires in so clear
a light that we are forced to reflect upon them. If they are un-
worthy of us, introspection leads us to see thi3 and frees us from
their unworthiness. Hegel maintained that vrer, pictures of the
passions the only ones set before the eye, they would "mitigate
desire" in that they give man an op ortunity to see what "he sim-
ply is." (1)
Thi : is a negative form of teaching, but even negative teaching
may have some value. However, this is by no means the strong-
est argument for the influence of art in the development of moral
conduct.
c. art Develops Sentiment
(1) lie gel, F. , Introduction to Philosophy of Fine Art s P. 92
(
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(1) Personal Ref :rence
There is another claim that art makes man
fastidious,
"The study of any art has refining influence, teaching
exacones and restraint, proportion, measure, discipline. 1 ' (i)
It shows beauty to U3 in such a way as to make us desire beauty
in our lives. Desiring this greatly makes us co^jiizant of the
gross nes • of many acts. The thought t' at the acts would make the
individual ugly and repellent, serves as a deterent. 7ere there
no sense of beauty developed within the individual, the acts might
not seem so base and unlov. ly. Thus art lias developed a sentiment,
Ruskiiis says -
"You will find that this love of beauty is an essential
rr-.rt of all healthy, human nature, and though it can long
co-exist with states of life in many other re meets un-
virtuous, It is in itself wholly go >dj - the direct adver-
sary of envy, avarice, mean worldly care and especially of
cruelty. It entirely perishes when these are indulged; and
the men in whom it has been most strong have always been
compassionate and lovers of justice and the earliest dis-
cerners and declarers of things, conducive to the hap dness
of mankind." (2)
(2) 3ocial Reference
This fastidiousnes'-. is not. alone for the
individual but likewise for society . It is both personal and
social in nature.
"The man who is versed in the work of the masters can
never after be content with the ugliness and squalor fiat
our industrial civilization continually tends to increase.
He has caught the vision of beauty, and must strive to
shape his environment toward the Sigh ideal." (3)
(l> Drake, 0.,P rob?.e. :l of c onduct ?. 262
(2/Bnsldn
( 3 ) Drake , D.
,
Problems of Conduct P. 266
r
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3ut the social reference of art Is not alone
to create the desire to relf -ve the sore Bp&ta of humanity*
If we did not gain a new point of view we would not be fit to work
for soclalbetterment* Art helps us to see and understand the point
of view of another. 7e stand before a work of art, before beauty,
and absorb Its spirit. In that moment all our differences are f or-
gotl en, KflF cross purooses are unified, and we find social harmony.
If this dues no more than to show us t' at we can come t ogether In
full accord it has sc-rved a high purnos But the Imow 3 € C 70 gained
should fo3ter tbe desire to make more effort toward complete under-
standing between man and man, nation and .nation:, and race and race*
(3) RWt of Ideal
It is thin effect which art has on sentiment
that makes it have no strong a moral effect. Sentiment aids In
the building of an ideal. The ideal (prows as new experiences add
new iignificance. A painting brings before the eye an experience
of another. It shown bin attitude toward life. This acquaintance
with another's viewpoint cannot leave us untouched,
"One cannot take life in quA J - t: .-• . :ie way that one did
before; a certain influence ha 3 pas- .1 iievitably into
one's moral substance." (1)
d. Art Satisfies Restlessness
Every power which art has to lift one out
of one's self, which is c onsidered purely intrinsic, has itr Instru-
ment. 1 value. In this period of contempi?,tic n prone* satisfaction
is given to a natural and legitimate desire for release from hum-
drum ev- rjrAftJ tasks end leads eventually Into fruitful instead of
(1) Parker, D« H., The Analysis of Art P. 183
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harmful or destructive ex-ores-ion. In fact
"it is one of the most potc at factors for f,ood, one of the
three or four greatest agencies which tend to form and
guide the thoughts and the sentiments and the conduct of
the people. The craving for sensations - so characteris-
tic of our tines, and particularly of our country - some
of the restlessnes' , of the turmoil, of the lawles ness,
even of the crime of the day, spring In many instances
simply from a desire to get away from unrelieved dullness
and drudgery of everyday existence." (1)
Play furnishes one outlet for this ceaseless unrest, and art may
in like manner. Undoubtedly art offers the best means of de-
tachment from the sordidness of existence. Its po'?er to release
man from himself is likewise educative. For after contemplation,
man sees his own weaknesses better, in a clearer light. We do not
yet appreciate to how great an extent,
"art can be as educational as universities, (nor) that
it has elements which, to a great part of our population,
can make it as nourishing a soun kitchens, as healing as
hospitals, as stlmulatin- as any medicinal tonic." (2)
e. Art Furt ers Puroosive Activity
It is not possible to claim that art effects
e: ch individual deed, except as that deed is seen in relation to
the ideal which art has set before us. It will influence us to
act less blindly, more intelligently, and will make each act of
far greater significance.
"And In momentous choices, when the balance of motives
hangs even, it may well hap ^en that some lingering in-
fluence from the realm of art may determine action. "(3)
(1) Kahn, 0. H., Art and the People P. 11.
(2) Ibid, P. 12
(3) Parker, D. H., The Analysis of Art P. 184
r
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f. Art Offers Outlet for Creative Impulse
Art likewise provides for ua a means to
the satisfaction of the creative Impulse. 7/e relive what the
artist has depicted, 3y releasing the imagination of the obser-
ver, art furnishes an outlet for those de aires within the indi-
vidual which urge toward some creative act.
g. Restatement
It would seem then that the relation be-
tween art r.nd morality is very close. The artist who denies this
relationship and paints only to satisfy desire does not approach
the highest beauty, for
"beauty is part of the finished language by which
goodness soeaks." (1)
Whether the artist will or no his work is bound to have an influ-
ence in the realm of morals. This does not deny the intrinsic
value of beauty, but it imnlies quite definitely, that
HNo man has any right to lay his hands upon life, in
the name of art or in any other name, who does not wish
that it may become what it ought to be, and who is not
ready to hel>, with such oower as he posse sref? to make
it what it ought to be . Art may please us with pure
delights, but it must not debauch the imagination." (2)
4. Art, Morality and the. Ideal
But what has all this to do with the development of
the ideal? Just this, the ideal is the basis of moral action.
In discussing morality and its relations to art, we have been con-
siderin r contributions which art makes to the growth of an ideal.
As we know an ideal must have effective, cognitive and conatlve
(1) :iiot, Geo.
(2) Gladden, "J., The Relation of krt and Morality P. 61
XI
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reference. Art also lias these three, 77e may s ee a synthesis
of the mental states aroused by art and those necessary to stim-
ulate an ideal. A brief summary is all that is essential here.
The efficacy of visual instruction is qu'te well known,
nearly everyone can learn more rapidly when the appeal is made
to the sense of sight. The 1MB eyes of the artist visioned a
bit of the ideal and set it on canvas for all to see. The isola-
tion of this bit of the ideal makes It most emphatic and leads us
to study it and love it. If it G&ntains a suggestion of acti-
vity, the mor . we study it, the keener will be our urge to acti-
vity. More briefly : Art instructs, it develoos sentiments, it
demands purposive activity. For the formation of an ideal, in-
formation must be gathered. There can be no goal of achievement
unles? there be definite knowledge as to what that goal involves.
Thislis *here art, as instructress, plays a leading role. But
mere thought content does not make the ideal. That thought has
to ie surrounded with emotion. Keeping our analogy, we may say
that pictoria,l art pla.ys a stellarrole here with its manifold
appeal. But the ideal is of no value unless it leads to activity.
Art may suggest a definite activity, or it may be more general and
merely imply the necessity for activity or create the urge.
Finally, if as Hadfield says -
"the right ideal is one that can be attracting all
the instinctive emotions, bring harmony to the soul;
by stimulating the wil to a common purpose, weld the
whole psychologica.1 individual into an organism; by
satisfying the graving for coirnletenes'- , secure self-
realization and hap :ine3"," (l)
then art is a sufficient and essential means to the esta hlinhment
(1) Hadfield, J. A., Psychology and IIorals P. 111.
F
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of the right ideal. It has be n shown that art and beauty create
harmony, afford creative expression in artist and interpreter,
satisfy longings and restlessness through an adequate stimulus of
the cognitive, affective, and conative processes.
5. Art and the T.-id^le Adolescent
If wo have clearly in mind the characteristics of the
middle adolescent, it is almost as obvious a relationship between
art and adolescence as between art and the ideal.
The primary apnea 1 of art is to Vie "enses. In the
period of middle adolescence, the senses are developing an acuity
hitherto unknown to the individual. Beauty, therefore, Is more
readily understood and appreciated. -rrt J y things nave b .n en-
Joyed b the individual as a child, but this sense which recog-
nizes beauty ap ?ears to deepen and expand i adolescent years.
This then gives us sufficient cause to say that art, which reveals
beauty, can make a great appeal to the adolescent, as it satis-
fies the adolescent craving for seise stimulation for beauty.
The intense emotions of adolescense and the strong
emotional appeal of art show us another relation of fie one to
the other. In the stirring un of the emotions and directinn them
into new channels, there is no greater power than art through
its manifold means. However, care must be taken not to over-
stimulate the emotions. Only that art which will
"bring the deeoest things in us tnto active response
to the deen things in the world outside," (1)
should be used. Only through this type of art can the emotions
be wisely directed because it furnishes an outlet for the energy
( 1) Hocking, Human Natur- and Its Remaking
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which they have cr /..ated. It offers the emotional values and
volitional expression which adolescents crave.
One of the most vital contributions of art to the
"eve lopment of adolescent character is its power to satisfy
vague longings for self-expression.
"Youth's power for appreciating is far ahead of his ability
for expre s s 1 on . " ( 1
)
The op ortunlty offered by palntin-s for flights of the imagina-
tiva fancy in a sense recompenses the youth when he himself can-
not create a thin;: of beauty.
In the previous discussion (2) we saw how art c ould
aid in the establishment of ideals. These, we know, are one of
the definite needs of the adolescent. They grow as ideas grow,
The newly developing power of Introspection helps to clarify and
formulate those ideas necessary for the 0&w th of ideals. Pre-
viously we have emphasized the power of art to stimulate con-
templation. (3) Hence art has definite value for the develop-
ment of id. Is In middle adolescence.
F. Summary of Chapter
It has been my desire in this chapter to consider the subject
of art in such a man er that its power to appeal t the adoles-
cent and todevelo-; ideals would be most obvious. He have arrived
at the point where a final summary is necessary. The content of
this chapter developed the idea that art is a portrayer of beauty,
that it express s the Ideal of the artist, that it creates har-
mony between the Individual and the environment, and establishes
> l)Klnp-,.7l.S.. The High School kpjt P. 1.01
(2) See P^.ge 84
(3) See Page 82
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an ideal. It uses as Its means all the elements of form, unity,
diversity In unity, balance, rhythm, and the three elements
of the artist* s lanj^uage, composition, color and symbolism. A
brief study has been made of the apneals of art. These contri-
buted to the conclusions regarding the functions of art already
stated. Since the adolescent has a definite need for each of the
functions of art, and not only a need, but an appreciation, never
before pre cent, it is the claim of this chanter, that art is the
guide to the youth in thematter of the development of moral char-
acter.
So far this lias been a ourely theoretical discussion. In
my next an i final chapter it shall be ny purpose to establish cer-
tain ideals for the youth and attempt bo srhow how picture inter-
pretation may make those same ideals vital and dynamic forces for
the achievement of sturdy nor- 1 character.

CHAPTER IV
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INTERPRETED THROUGH ART
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CHAPTER IV
! 2 IDEALS OF THE TRUE, THE BEAUTIFUL, AND THE GOOD
INTERPRETED THROUGH ART,
A. Introduction
1. I'urpose
Having considered the theoretical aspects of the adol-
escent character, the functioning of the ideals, and the power
of art, it is now my nurpose to interpret a number of pictures as
they night be interpreted to teach the ideals of the true, the
beautiful and the good, I have selecte 1 these ideals for a num-
ber of reasons. They are the most abstract ones which could
possibly iiave be -n chosen. They oerhaps seem so abstract as to
be inadequate to develop ethical and moral character and person-
ality. Jut it is this very thing that led me to choose them.
2. Reasons for Choonlng These Ideals
a. Because of Tneir Nature
In the chapter on ideals there was an attempt
made to show how ineffective concrete ideals are. They serve as
suggestions to definite lines of conduct, and are so statec, that
all the exT^eriences of lj ft in which they might function, can-
not be recognized. It was seen that a more abstract ideal which
suggested all the relationships of life was Mn effective. All
of the more concrete ideals are organized under the all inclusive
ideal. 3ut this is not the only reason why I would choose the
ideals of the good, the true, and the beautiful. Vfe must bear
in mind the demands of the age for which this material is inten-
ded,
b. Because of the Adolescent Nature
V
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Tie are suggesting ideals for boys and girls fif-
teen, sixteen and seventeen years old. They are of the age when
they begin organizing all. their knowledge around certain dominant
problems. These systems are related one to f-e other. They have
grown from a more or les r heterogeneous mass of concrete data.
If this lH their attitud: toward all knowledge, then also the
concrete id -Is regarding ethical conduct should be formulated
into a system. They are seeking the abstract; they are growing
in understandi ig of it. Likewise they need t) be given the stim-
ulus of abstract ideas to further the developme it of their po'?er
for abstract thought. They must appreciate values, and be able
to distinguish between the varieties of value. But more than this,
they must Incorporate those values in their lives. These ideals
must serve as a dynamic to the development of personality or char-
acter.
3. The Inter-relations of These Ideals
The ideals which I have selected repr. se t the aesthe-
tic, the intellectual and the moral value. They are traditional,
are these ideals of the good, the true and the beautiful. That
they overlap in common una e is moat clearly seen. How frequent-
ly we use the terminology of aesthetics in the realm of morals.
Yet it is not inaccurate. For example, we speak jf a "beautiful
character". The term "beautiful" belongs to aesthetics and "char-
acter" is a moral object. In this instance the moral object is
seen to carry aesthetic values aed so is termed "beautiful." To
take an aesthetic object and ap )ly an adjecti\re from the realm of
morals is not quite so ac urate. To sneak of a "good picture"
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ordinarily means no more than thr.t It ap eals to the one offer-
ing the judgment, as a piece of work well done, and not as having
moral value,
4. Method of Interpreting and Arranging Paintings
In the interpretations of the paintings, there will be
seen to be thin legitimate borrowing. On the whole, the inter-
pretations do not consider the technique of the oaincinr but
rather the message received after studying " ts technique. They
are not arranged as lessons, but merely as suggest! us or aids in
the 'development of lesson material dealing with any one of these
three ideals.
As I have arranged these picture studies, they are devel-
oped in a certain sequence, but that is not always advisable for
practical use.
In considering the value of trutb, I have hor-ed that
the discussion might serve to encourage members of the senior
high school group to enter college that they, by discovery and
by having vast fields of truth onened in for them, my humbly
develop the truth which is in them for t^e future advancement of
the race,
B, Truth Interpreted by Art,
1, Truth Defined
Hunkacsy: Christ before Pilate
(Taken from a colored plat* too large to hand
In with this.
)
What is the first thing we see as we loov at this oicture?
Is it not the figure standing a little to left center, dressed all
in white? His attention is directed toward the figure at the ex-
treme rifht, also in white, but seated. Notice the olatform upon
which his chair is placer!. At the bach is an elaborate decoration
covered with symbols of Roman authority, - the wreath, the letters
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under the I'jjitihi The garb of the nan himself indicates that he
is a representative of the BMU government,, - the official toga
with its heavy border. Gould you name fcfeii .1, nor/, and the
one we noticed first? This is a picture of Christ before ?ilate.
The minor characters surging about Christ he In us to understand
the picture, and to feel our way into it.
The picture fills ua with unrest as we look at the var-
ious characters. .Ye feel that this is a tumultuous gathering.
A soldier keeps back the rabble with a snear. Other soldiers are
stationed at the rear of the room, to prevent trouble. In the
faces of the assembled raob we see almost every hum n emotion ex-
pressed, - curiosity, symoathy, hate. High Qjp against the wall
at Pilate's ri^ht stand3 a contemptuous scribe. Seated near the
platfam are men of promlr^nce. Note the insolent old Pharisee
in red at Christ's left, in back of this old fellow and to his
left, thre^ other old men have their heads together. They are
possibly remembering the day tliat Christ drove the money changers
from the tenmle. One lo >ka at Christ with a sneer. Another
urges the acceptance of something he is saying with the point
of his forefinger. In front of them notice the imoassioned elo-
quence of Caiaphas, the high priest, stirring up the mob by the
violence of hi3 word-, as he prefer^ c'.^.rgeo against the prisoner.
One rough fellow at the left of the picture 3houts "Crucify HlmJ"
The throng surges about the prisoner $ shouting and crying. In
the mid3t of it he stands u amoved.
Pilate is frankly troubled. He lias a face, typically
iloman, - a strong fecc . But now it is in deop thought. 77ith
his hands he seems to be weighing the merits of the case. His
4
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face indicates his realization that he is in a tight place. The
Jews have brought one of their own number to him for him to pa-s
the death sentence. Yet he can find no just cause to uete out such
a penalty. Shall he answer the dictates of his conscience or
shall he satisfy the crowd?
Only a moment before the instant depicted here, Pilate
has questioned the prisoner as to his kingship, "Art thou a king
then?" Jesus answered, "Thou sayest, that I am a king. To this
end was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, that
I should bear witness unto the truth. Everyone that is of the
truth heareth my voice." Pilate saith unto him, "Vfhat is truth?"
Not waiting for a reply he has turned to the rabble and asked
them ac ording to their old custom at the time of the Passover
to tell whether he should release Jesus or Baraboas, The cry comes
back, "Release unto us :3arabbas! Crucify Christ! Crucify HimJ"
Calm in the midst of the hubbub, stands Jesus, the answer to the
question which Pilate put, but waited not for the answer. "That
is truth? Study Christ's figure for the answer. He is as quiet,
as serene, a3 untroubled, as the beautiful, blue Judaean sky in
the background. The crowd seems not to disturb Him. They melt
into insignificance before the poise of this figure, who with calm
regard watches Pilate in silence, speaki g only when he is question
ed and then giving only the briefest of answers. Clirist exempli-
fies truth .
"Truth is ideals we may be sure of since they are de-
duced from common experience and 30 confirmed by common
judgment as to carry a degree of rational certainty."
(Prof. Earl L'.arlatt)
14
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It la within ua and without us, and it ia only made of value aa
we aeek it to uae for others.
Juat one figure in the grouo expresses sympathy and com-
pasaion. This ia the young mother in background. It is ahe who
expres-es the attitude which we at first assume. 7e find our-
aelvea in her. We are filled with a great pity for thia lonely
figure which atands with hands tied awaiting the death sentence.
3ut as we arealmost overwhelmed with the tragedy, we are atartled
into Joy. Truth ao dearly won, yet ao ateadfaatly adhered to
ahould ever make ua joyful, - glad that there are some who can re-
main loyal to their ideals in the midst of physical and mental
angui s h.
Let us all repeat quietly %o ourselves - "I would be
true, for there are those who trust me." A.nd aa we search for
Truth ahall we ever keep the Christ Ideal before us, that we may
measure our truth by the Truth that was in Him.
1
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2. The Search for Truth
Johnson: The Boy Lincoln
The ruJenass of a dwelling does not always indicate
the caliber of the people within. Nor do the conditions of
poverty negatively condition the direction of the achievement of
a life.
The interior which + his painting sets forth could
scarcely be meaner. The floor ap^earsrough and uneven. Large
cracks gape between the planks. Looking at the celling we see
there Lf no plaster, just rafters with unfinished planks laid
across them, .and one or two of the cracks seem even larger than
those in the floor. The only pieces of furniture we can see are a
table and the stool upon "rtiich the boy is sitting. Judging from
their general style they were made by hand and made for service
rather than for beauty. Drying corn cobs hang from the rafters.
The larder is a shelf in the corner and a basket and Jug under the
table. Fr -m the apoearance of the fire place, it, too, la built
for service. ' ery evidently the family has no stove but must get
every meal over the open hearth.
Amid such crude surroundings what will be the tyne of
human nature that we will find. Is it to be the tyolcal peasant
tyne, set forth in Markhara's poem and Millet's painting "The man
with a Hoe",
dead to rapture and despair,
A thing that grieve^ not and that never hopes,
Stolid and stunned, a brother to the ox"? (1)
(1) Rittenhouse, J. 3. Little Book of Modern Verse P. 116
II
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Or shall we find thi3 man?
"One fire was on his spirit, one resolve -
To send the keen ax to the root of wrong.
Clearing a free way for the feet of God." (1)
The figure before the fire place answers this question. And when
I tell you this is Abraham Lincoln, much more is revealed.
See with what absorption he is reading. Only the fire-
light to light his page! His family are resting after their day's
labor. A hard bench is the best he has on which to sit. Yet
page after page he turns, never noticing the passing of the hours.
Look at the face, as the firelight flickers across it.
It is the face of a dreamer and a thinher. It is the face of
one caught and absorbed by the ideas in the book. 7e sec in this
picture, the beginning of the man that is to be, - Abraham Linco
,
If we recall his boyhoo: ,we remember that his father dis
couraged his studying. He should give his time to rail splitting
and planting potatoes. But the mother of Lincoln encouraged him
in his reading and in his dreams. In later years, when she was
gone, her earlier encouragement, kept him true to his early ideal.
Never did he falter. All the stories come thronging back that you
have ver heard about the hardships he endured to get books to
read, and to get any sort of an education. But the harder the
road, the more determined was he in his search.
Recalling all that we know of his early life, let us
look again at the picture. As we see this boy studying in the
firelight, so quietly, so absorbedly, does it not give us encour-
agement? As we remember the character achieved, the truths to
which he remained ste.".dfa~t, are we not led to say:
(1) Markham, Edwin, Lincoln, The Man of the People See note 1,
Page 137.
"
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"I caught the fire from those who went before,
The bearers of the tourch who could not see
The goal to which they strained, I caught their fire,
And carried it, only a little way beyond;
But there are these that wait for it, I knowr
Those who will carry it on to victory.
I dare not fail then." (l)
3. Truth Contrasted with the Untrue
7?atts: For He Had Great Possessions
'That can we know or learn of a figure standing in
the attitude assumed in the picture? As we can not see the
facu, it would seen that his cliaracter will be forever closed to
us. That he had wealth we know, b cause of the richness of
his clothing. See the large and fine fur collar; the rich em-
broidery on the yoke; the sheen of the sleeve, suggestive of
lustrous, heavy satin, and the same of the turban. If the pic-
ture were in color t/ ese evidences of riches would be even more
noticeable.
;;ote the jewelled hand, - a ring on every finger. The
hand does not appear to be that of a laborer. It^ is long 7/ith
tapered fingers, suggestive of culture and refinement. It is a
hand that is revealing, and it tells of more than social position,
Here perhaps Is the hey to his character. It is almost too long,
too large. VTnat does this mean to you?
:Iow let us each as. une the position of the man. The
bent head, the face turned away, - wliat do they tell U3? He
cannot meet our gaze. He is asha.ned. He is sorrowful. He has
come honestly seeking, and finds he cannot meet the requirements
necessary for the fulfillment of his desires. A great opportunity
Tl) Noyes, Alfred, HThe Torch Bearers" Great Companions P. 410
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had come his way and thru sheer cowardice, he has refused.
Ke is a young nan,, so the hew Testament tells us. H|
also know t'nat lie is an upright younj? man, clean and fine in
every mor 1 aspect. But - and here is the cause for sorrow -
he has not placed first things first. Too late, he comes seek-
ing truth. Old habits, old associations, old desires, old atti-
tudes make it impossible for him to build truth into his life.
He has so obscured the truth that Li in him, that it can remain
only an idea, until life ends. It can never live for him. Vhy?
Loo": at the great, grasping, jewelled hand.
"One feels that the spirit that animates it is as cold as
a snake snd as cruel as the rack. The fingars spread
like talons; somewhat relaxed, to be sure, for this one
mo~ent of vain regret, but presently they will come to-
gether like a vise and nevei again wll'. they open till
they feel contact with some new object of desire. The
man who owns it has shrunk to the compass of a Silurian
instinct. He has atroohied to a claw," (l)
Money ke- os him from truth. Money is his higher value, '.'/hen tie
finds he cannot have the truth for himself without parting with
his wealth,- the old gods call. Ke has to keen his wealth. VThat
sorrow must be his; that he camen so "!ear and yet failed of achieve-
ment. How he must suffer to think that early in life, he was
not pointed to the way of truth. He has waited too long to begin
anew. Yet he longs to say with lolomon of old,
"I called upon God, and there came to me a spirit of
wisdom. I preferred her before sceoters and thrones,
and riches. I esteemed nothing in comparison of her:
neither did I liken her to any priceless gem, because
all the gold of the earth in her presence is a little
sand, and silver shall be accounted as clay before her.
Above health and comeliness I loved her; and I chose to
have her rather than light, because her bright shining
is never laid to sleep.
(l) jalley, A.E., The Gospa-l in Art P. 261
(I
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4. The Value of Truth - Service to Others
a. Sir Luke Fildes: The Doctor
This picture is definitely a story telling picture. A
scene is enacted before us. It tela us that t ere is illness,
and suffering and grief in this home; the only child is lingering
between life and death. Notice the overwhelming grief of the
mother; the more quiet grief of the father. Notice the tousled
head of the child, the outflung arm, the ooen mouth. A.11 these sug-
gest the child's feverish restlesr nes
,
his labored breathing. But
there seems to be a sudden quiet. The child is still. The crisis
has come. The doctor leans forward and watches every breath, every
muscular movement however slight. He has been sitting here all
night waiting for this moment, and now day Is beginning to dawn.
His face ahowr no fatigue, however. Intently, he watches the child
bringing to bear all the scientific truth at his command upon the
healing of this child. Other ratients will be waitl tg for him to
make his round of visit^ as soon as he leaves this bedside. Tith
no s leap he will enter upon a new day's work. .Thy ha? he given
himself ao freely? The house is mean and humble. The family will
not be able to give him very much money. Again we ask, why?
Greater than his love of wealth is his love of truth. Long years
he labored to gain what truth he has, to -ake himself true. Of
what value is that truth, unless it be share:! with others? The
only thing he may receive from the family is their love and de-
votion, and possibly their vlsi oning of the truth and tryin to
live it. But great is his joy, and greater la the truth in him
because he has given so freely.
v/hat good is an education? If for no other reason than
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that it enables us to develop our capacity for character, and
later to share with others, it in of value, honey is not the
only thing which sets a value to our achievement. Can not we
seek and gain it that IN may have the more to share with others,
with no thought of financial gain nor increase:' personal power?
b
. Thayer: The Virgin
A picture which is not so concrete as the one -ore-
ceding, is this one by Thayer. As we look at the central figure,
we feel sure that here is one, competent to lead the way, - to
blaze a trail. The little girl on the left in the picture ourses
her lios and onens her eyes in amazement at the ne"? things she
sees, as she reaches the summit of the hill and looks out over
the hills and valleys in the distance. There is no lagging in
her step-, but only eagerness to press forward and find out about
all tese new wonders, eager so long as she hasBig Sister's hand
to hold tight.
The boy on the right is a little older and not quite
so eager and excited as his little sister. Assume his exoression
and see how you feel. He is discontented. He is troubled. He
doesn't quite understand what it's all about. He looks like one
rudely awakened from a dream, with a bit of the dream still cling-
ing to him. Ills stepslags. His hand does not grasp Big Sister's
so strongly. Yet his head is straight to the front, his body erect.
There is, as yet, no giving up. He, too, will oress forward
where Big Sister leads. She lenovrs where she is leading them, for
she has travelled the same road.
Yfnat does the central figure suggest to you? '.Thy

ice
does she Inspire the confidence of the other two? ".That rives
her the characteristics of leadership? Vould you want her to
lead you? The figure expresses strength, virility, vigor.
It is not physical strength alone that she exoresres. She could
not dominate merely by physica. 1 prowess. Vie find 1 n her face,
with the clear eyes, and the high forhead, the firm chin and
the strong mouth, the set of the head on the shoulders, in all,
we find strength of character, strength of intellect. She knows
where she is going. She has studied, the situation. She has
caught a vision of the possibilities. She has set her course,
and onward she goes leading her smaller brother and si3ter.
Only by a definite search after truth for its own
sake, for our own dev lopment, and more especially for the devel-
opment tad betterment of others, can we lead as "The Virgin"
leads. Truth brings knowledge, po-.Ter, noise, strength and char-
acter achievement.
The picture seems to incorporate that passage from
the Gospel of John whic says "Zno?/ the truth, and the truth shall
make you free . "
"It is within the reach of nearly everyone to-day.
Rest not until you attain it
If there be any happiness on earth,
It springs from truth alone, the truth we live
In art and thought - -
And those whom Truth has taken to her heart
Find that It beats in music."
Alfred Noyes,
C. Beauty "ade Desirable by Art Interpretation
In the discussion of beauty in chapter three, it was seen
to be highly moral, yet not so of necessity, nor always with the
intent of the painter. These paintings used for the Inculcation
of the ideal of beauty, strive first to make the individual f e> 1
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beauty, and desire it, laid then to sec where voauty can be found,
1. Vfh&t is Beauty?
PayG..:/e: Souvenir de :'ortefontaine by Corot
Wherever yon hear the name Corot, the very first thing
for you to recall is that he MM the painter of some of the most-
beautiful scenes of nature that have ever been out on canvas. Yet
he might never liave be-on known had he followed the profession se-
lected for him by his parents. Not until after he was twenty-
six did he begin to paint, and he was an old man before he achieved
the recognition which his paintings shoulr1 most certainly win for
him.
Few artists have achieved the power of translating nature
into music and poetry on canvas as did he. Peinach calls him
!,a poet nainter, a lyric master of exquisite refine-
ment, a worshipper of Nature in her more tranquil moods,
the incomparable limner of the freshnes of morning and
the silvery mists of evening." (1)
The picture which you have before you is one of the most
beautiful that Corot ever painted. As you look at it, do you feel
a response to the magic of it, rising within you? 'That is *. I that
he has done to make a landscape soeak so to us?
The first impression which we receive is of indistinct-
ness, shadowyneas, haze. It see. is as though we see the scene at
a great distance, which It really the case. Corot always indi-
cated a foreground but the main subject of his painting was in the
distance. There is a story told of some one coming upon him in
the woods one day, while he was at work. Glancing at the canvas
(1) Relnach, 3., Apollo P. 312
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It Is like a -
"dream blown on to canvas, rever ling the mind of the
artist without the r. atari ett rn of ttm - liter: like the
inspiration of the poet when he has altogether left mun-
dane matters behind and below." (1.)
Corot's work is of suc ?~ lelicate beauty that only a poet can
properly interpret it.
2. -7here shall we seek beauty?
a. In Nature
^reton: "onz of the Lark
Throughout the ages men have discovered beauty
everywhere. All classes oj? men have learned to love it and seek
it wherever they may find it. Jule~ Breton, a French artist,
shows us where we may look for it. He lias nainted a French pea-
sant girl, barefooted, standlnr 3icile in hand, ready to ftwtfjg
her day's work. "hit she has paused for a moment with head
thrown back, eye s uplifted, face enraptured as she listens to the
beautiful melody ;>f the lark.
The beauty of her strong younn body, and the sug-
£e :-ted beauty of h^r character could well be studied. Note the
yrace and ease of her pose. How fr^e from self- consciousness
and awkwardnes " she seems. The song has lifted her out of herself.
It has miven her something vital with which to bemin the day. Ker
whole soul is seen reflected in her face, a soul yearning for
beauty but to whom much, of it is denied,
77e often think that our farmers and their families
gi"ovr so accustomed to the scenes round about them that they fail
(1) Thomson, D. C. The Landscapes of Corot P. 2
I
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to sec; the beauty in them. We are much like that ourselves, prone
to despise the everyday things of life, and B *. a s their beauty.
Country folk love their landscapes. They see far more in the
fields than the mere purpose they s?rve. Like this young feasant
girl, they are alive to nature when she speaks. At the pre sent
moment the bird song holds her enthralled, but soon she will dis-
cover the red ball of the rising sun. Throughout the dry, the
beauty of this countryside will make her work easier, and will
speed the long hours.
The man who painted this picture is a Frenchman, as
was Corot. He is not such a great master, possibly, of design.
But he has a great message to speak and in his own way he sp,m .:s,
combining realism and poetry, and yet not sacrificing beauty to
the truth of his messa-e. He ha* handle • col >r * n.irk p. man :er
as to maix the entire painting an harmonious whole. Jules 3reton,
nearly always spoke his message through characters such as this
one, - simple peasant folk.
Beauty called to the heart of the artist and he has
given to us a message we may all understand. He seems to sey t at
the person who is spending long hours a day in hard labor needs
beauty, and has the ability to understand It. In this picture It
is the beauty of nature that calls the young peasant girl. She
has found "the place where loveliness keeps house". Perhpaa we
too may find it.
b. In I'usic and Other Art*
Dicksee: The Child Handel
In the eighteenth century there lived a musician who
from childhood had shown a remarkable talent for music, '.'/hen he
was seven, he played a pipe organ without ever having had a lesson
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and was ac laimed a genius. This incident in his life marked the
true begirding of hi. fl musical career.
Earlier than this? he had be n denied music by his par-
ents. They wore prosperous and could have well afforded t o let
him study. 3ut his father wanted him to be a lav/yer, and having
noticed the boy's intense passion for music when very small, he
feared his own ambitions for the lad would be ill- fated. So great
was his fear that he did not even send the child to school because
there he might learn the noter. dut like the fairy godmother in
the Cinderella story, was the godmother of George Friedrich Handel
•
She smug; 'led a tiny clavichord into the attic, and there the little
lad played quietly night after night, shut away from the rest of
the family, until one night there came a dramatic interruption.
It is this scene which ..lis s Dicksee has pictured, for us in the paint-
ing known as ''rhe Child Handel."
The figures here are all worthy of study. Dimly portray-
ed in the background is the figure of a man who ap-ears frankly
curious . He lingers on the outskirts as though loathe to intrude,
but yet desiring greatly to know what it's all about. In front
of him is a woman who looks a bit dismayed, as though everything
is happening as she had feared. Possibly this is the godmother
who presented the clavichord to the little lad. She sees diffi-
culties arising from her gift and is sorry to have caused such
trouble, yet glad that the child has bad an opportunity to prac-
tice for the number of nights he so far had. Beside her is a
little girl, very orooerly shocked that her small brother should
have been so naughty as to disobey father and. mother.
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In the face of the mother is consternation and relief.
Can't you imagine how frantically she has been looking all over
the hous for the boy whom she thought was safe in bed and asleep?
And nou she finds him in the attic enjoying forbidden pleasure,
What of the father? We can't see his f ce. But the
line of his back, the solidity of his pose, the o -.tstretched
right hand, ail express Indignation. Undoubtedly he is righteous-
ly reprimanding the boy for his deceit, fcod the little fellow,
see the wistfulness in his face. His little legs are oo short
that they can't reach the floor. It has been no lovely to play
up here In the attic, but now' I it will ail be stopped. He would
like to beg for an op ortunity to practice again but he se s the
hopelessness- of it.
The pictures we have already become familiar with have
given us sufficient introduction to the beautiful in painting.
But all a.rts have beauty. -That else is It that calls this little
shaver to the clavichord in the attic in the middle of the even-
ing, when all good children are sup ose to b§ In bed? Vfaat else
would make him brave the dark and lonely stairs to the darker
garret that he might sit in the dark and play. Very evidently he
had no light for the lantern his father holds seems to be the
only source of light in the picture*
'dot many of us have ever loved the beauty of music so
greatly that we would suffer the discomforts that Handel did when
he was youn^. Jut without knowing a great leal about the piano
or the voice you can learn to love mu3ic if you greatly desire it.
c. In Character
Vatts: Hope
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Watts belonged to a school of painters that taught
great truths yet so symbolically and beautiful y t'nat they could
never of: end. He and his friends had a contempt for the idea of
"art for l#t*M Met*?
"They desired to narrate and to teach, to touch the
heart of the crowd, to go to the peon 1 c a v." convert
them to new ideas of Deputy." (1)
Their paintings are full of symbolism and color.
"7hat can we say of the one called "Hone" oainted
by .Vatts? It 3 s the figure of a woman seated on the disc of the
earth. She is blindfolded, and the drooo of her fingure seems to
Indicate utter fatigue and weariness. The upper body is relaxed
in dejection. She holds a harp, to which she appears to be
chained. very string but one is broken. But in this lire ex-
tremity, when everything aeems to bo gone, she dares to pluck the
one string and try to make a melody with |t "'.lone.
The figure itself is Hone. Then disaster falls and
all that seems to make life worth while disappears, the mean, mm|
sordid and ugly character curses his luck. He goes array with a
chip on his shoulder. But the beautiful character ooens the
doors to Hope; Hone, who never is discouraged though she be the
la3t on earth, and %m a sor v\y condition; Hope, who takes the strong
thread of life and weaves a melody from thst.
Character never grows fl ier, nev. r gr ->ws stronger,
never more beautiful than when, in the face of hardship, the
individual makes fresh efforts to gather up the broken threads of
life and to start again.
(l) Reinach, Apollo P.
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d. In Human Relationships
OaftSfcttt After the Bath
To have you look at this picture should be almost
sufficient. It 3.3 very simple, and yet much beauty there is in
the attitudes expressed. Little son is, of course, the center
of attention, and rightly so for he is an adorable little fellow
with his tousled red hair, and cheeks all rosy. It is the other
two characters, however, in vfoich my main interest lies. A'hat
has the artist trier, to tell us in this simple, realistic way? If
you have babies in your home you've seen there many similar in-
cidents. No one can quifce ret over the iarv- 1 of this young 3ife
that has come into their midst and every day shows increasing
sirn~ of its own individuality.
Big sister is fond of baby brother. She loves to
fool with him. See haw her hand has playfully caught his as he
holds the towel • The eicpression of inters -t and joy on her face,
the way she leans over her mother's chair are what I want you to
notice, especially. Then look at the nother's face. It isn't beau-
tifu] as to feature, - the eyes are too snail. But the expression
of the free so-, ms to surround the little fellow vit'i mother live
and -oride.
Fro:;i the standpoint of pure art, I don't sup oose the
picture is very beautiful. It seems out of nroportion. Some-
thing is wrong with the perspective. But it i3n't the paintinc &s
a painting of which I want you to catch the beauty. It is the
spirit of unit 1 , and lov-o , and sympathy and playfulness, the spirit
that makes an harmonious family circle, that I want you lo see as
a thinp; of beauty. The little fellow is to younr, to do much to
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to ad"! to the spirit. Mother and sister realizing this try to
keep beauty in the family r elatlonships and to make little bro-
ther grow in understanding of what it means to be a member of a
family.
Of Mary Cassatt, the artist, it is said that -
"In sheer force and breadth of view, few artists could
rival her Mother and Child pictures."
That is what we feel here, and enjoy, and desire to see in human
relationships, rather than the eccentricity of the artist's method,
e. In Service
Millet: Feeding Her Brids
William Hunt called billet -
"the greatest man in Europe. He was Immense, - tremen-
dous, - so great that very few ever could get near him." (1)
Another writer ranks him Wltb Corot whose landscapes we studied
at the beginning of the discussion of beauty. Still others think
he has nothing worth looking at. One said -
"He paints only the French clodhopper."
It is true that he painted the French peasant but calling them
clodhoppers seems to me to be far fetched. True he never painted
a pretty face. Others call him dry and heavy. Perhaps we can form
our own opinion after we have looked at this picture
.
To begin the study I want you to have Millet's own
words regarding beauty.
"Beauty does not lie in the face. It lies in harmony
between the man and his work . >eauty is expression.
When I paint a mother, I try to render her beautiful by
the mere look she gives her child." (2)
(1) Addison, J. deW. The Boston LIuaeum of Fine Arts P . 98
(2) Ibid.
i
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Look quietly at the picture noting every detail of form
and expression. The center of interest is, of course, the mother
feeding her children. The print is scarcely large enough, nor
distinct enough to see her face, but the attitude of her body helps
us to feel our way into her mood. Can't you s ee some women trying
to feed three children, sitting very "prim and proper", as though
they had a steel rod in place of a backbone? .hat would we say
of her? It would be quite evident that she had little affection
for them, little sympathy with them, and little patience. How
differently the mother sits in this paintin:;. She leans toward the
child, farther than would be necessary with the long handled spoon
she holds. It is indicative of her yearning toward the child, of
her sympathy and understanding. VJhat do you think of her attitude
as she feeds the little one?
There is one figure which perhaps you haven't seen. That
is the father hoeing in the garddn at the back of the house. You
can just see him around the comer. It is said that this i3 Millet's
family. As he was working in his studio one day he glanced out
and sa his wife feeding the children. Immediately he desired to
paint the scene, and not wanting to be left out of it, he painted
himself In, as the man in the garden. He had caught a vision of
the beauty of service, in thf : : t ' j-2 his wife, and he wanted to
share in that service. So we have the father cultivating vegeta-
bles in his garden that his wife may fix them for food for the
children.
Can you tell me, now, what you think of this picture, and
Millet as an artist? ffith which grou ; of critics do you belong?
To me, the spirit of the painting is beautiful. His message is
real. The colors he uses are not unpleasant. The rich tones of
the mother's dress as well as the posture which we have discussed
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may well suggest her love for her children and her Joy in the
every day tasks of devotion.
D. The Good Interpreted thru the Study of Attitudes
In the interpretation of the preceding pictures many atti-
tudes have be- n discussed that are moral attitudes and belong
rightly under this heading. But these moral attitudes were essen-
tial for the development of the particular value that Ml at that
time being presented. Perhaps for that very reason goodness should
have been first. 3ut I have considered goodness, or moral worth,
as the greatest of the three values and so rightly it claims last
place. I make this assertion, because if all the values are to
eventuate in a moral personality which considers the good of the
whole before the good of the individual, goodness must surround
the values of truth and beauty. It must contribute to them, and
be derived from them. It must be the life tlood of the system of
values.
To study goodness through art is rather perplexing. So
many of the fine paintings to which we have aceesssin minatures
have been merely portraits, story telling pictures, landscapes.
The symbolic pictures that are reproduced in sizes suitable for
a work such as this seem to be fe*. Consequently it la necessary
to Interpret goodness through a study of good attitudes. No one
of these attitudes alone can make a good character, nor do all that
are discussed constitL^e the whole of a good character. They are
merely suggestive of tne types of attitudes which might be discussed.
1. Joy in V/ork
Maes: Young Girl Peeling Apnles
In the sixteenth century in Holland there was a group
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of talented painters known as the "Little Masters". They de-
voted themselves to the painting of the daily life of their
townfolk. Subjects of domestic and business routine found their
way to canvas in charming pictures such as this one by Kaea
called "Young Girl Peeling Apples". I.lost of the paintings of the
"Little Masters" wer*- " "v.il having
"been painted to be admired and hung in small rooms; in
the houses of the people, not for public display, or to
be in any way Judged at a distance, but for loving scru-
tiny by the friends of the family, with every detail
present for inspection." (1)
iJicblas i'aes was an admirable member of this school. We
can see Illustrated in this picture, much that lias be..n said re-
garding the work of the "Little Llasters". Do you notice how very
different is the "Young Girl Peeling Ap ties'* from Mini other
miniature you have studied? It is so painted, that we can trace
the oattern of the table cloth in even the small copy. If we
tried to we might almost count the apples in the dish on the table.
And yet the details are not so distinct as to be objectionable.
Nor are they as clear cut as the details in some of the paintings
from the Scandinavian peninsula, where- every plate and every dish,
if the scene be a kitchen scene, is depicted with such sharpness
that those locking at the picture can surnise the financial status
of the family.
This young woman is absorbed in the work she is doing.
She is giving it her undivided attention and is peeling the apple
as carefully as though she were making a work of art. Her face is
placid, contented. She is not dissatisfied with her lot, but
seems to be taking a particular joy in her work, and doing it well.
(1) Addison, J., The Boston Huseum of Fine Arts P. 70
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This artist who lived four centuries ago, has caught a messag.:
for which the present age has very great need. Ve want the best
offices In our aocietiea, the beat positons in the business world.
77e are dissatisfied wit so-called denial labor, and labor of the
non- spectacular type. But I believe that the person who does
the meanest task assigned him, in the sane spirit that this young
girl peels apples, will not lone be assigned the mean tasks. 3y
giving the best we have, gladly, to each duty that presents itself,
we are fitted for the larger opportunities when they knock at our
door, because that thoroughness ha, 3 built strong fibers into our
character which are valuable in all positions,
2. Kindness
Hunt: The Belated Kid
We have here an opportunity to study a work of one
of the critics of Millet whom I mentioned when discussing billet's
painting "Feeding Ifier Birds'*. There is somewhat of similarity in
the work of the two* Neither gives the attention to detail that
LTaes did In the "Young Girl Peeling \pnles". Both create impres-
sions, but do not make sharp delineations. Hunt himself said
"Elaboration is not beauty, and sandpaper has never finished a
piece of bad work."
TCiliam Hunt was an American, painting In Boston
In the nineteenth century. He was a close friend of Millet and had
other artist friends in "urope. He nev r achieved the power of
some of these not being so well acquainted with details, but his
pictures are worthy of study.
"The Belated Kid " is a story-telling picture. Very
evidently the kid was born while the flock were grazing in the fields
I
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away from the fold. The mother goat was missing when the others
came ba(2k at nigh-, so this girl went out to hunt for her. She
found not only the mother animal but a kid too weak and helples - :
to follow the mother to the fold. Picking the kid up in her arras,
the girl starts across the fields to the barns, the mother goat
following close by her side #
To do this after a day's work, probably meant an effort
to this girl, even though she does appear strong and vigorous.
The kid looks awkward and heavy and it seems a strain to the girl
to be carrying it. '.'mat a revelation of character we hav . in this
simple necessary act. Tenderness and kindness to weaker creatures
is a subject we are never too grown up to appreciate and apply.
3» Patience
billet: The Knitting Lesson
In this picture we see a mother with her little daugh-
ter, who is very ambitious and wants to do everything Just like
mother does. The coloring of the picture is charming, in its soft
tones. It is sufficiently attractive to invite the eye.
The little girl is sitting very straight and prim in
her tiny chair, with her feet placed squarely on the floor. Her
head is b nt In absorption on the work she is t ying so hard to
learn to do. Her- mouth is hidden, but if she is like most little
girls, you can Imagine that her tongue is sticking out of the
corner of her mouth with the effort.
It is the mother, however, that I would like you
-to
study. Her sweet face expresses the utmost patience with the little
bungling fingers, that she trie a so vainly to guide. Apparently
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forgotten is the work in her lap. For the moment she has given
herself uo entirely to helping the child with her knitting.
Have you ever taught a child to sew or knit? If you
haven't you have no idea of the endless patience required. It
isn't a matter of taking the 3narl out once and showin the child
howto avoid a similar catastrophe a second time. 3ut it is re-
peated and repeated. There is no use attemoting to do anything
yourself, because interruptions come so frequently, .hat would
your reaction be, if you had a certain amount of sewing to do, and
these unimportant interruotions kept occurring? Can you under-
stand better, and appreciate better the sweetness and patience of
this mother? They are found only in a thorough good character.
4. Protection
Thayer: Caritas
Abbott Thayer is an American artist of the later
ninteenth century. '.7e have already studied one of his pai -tings
"The Virgin", which is considered as one of his masterpieces.
"Caritas" is another of like caliber. In both we see the best
of Thayer's work. One writer in sum arising it says
"Abbott Thayer's work occupied indeed a strange
postion in the world's art. It ia a modern com-
bination of the inwardnes- of the Middle Ages and
the vagueness of the Orient. His pictures tahe the
place of the old religious symbols, in which he him-
self very likely no longer believes, nd yet they a re
imbued with so devout a spirit that they could be
used aL shrines for worshio in modern homesteads, re-
minding us of that is ood and noble in the human
race." (1)
"Caritas" is as typical of this tri bute paid by Hart-
rr.ann as any of Thayer's paintings. It is symbolic and filled
(1) Hartmann, 3., A History of American Art Vol. I, P. 276.
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with spiritual motive. If you will close ly observe the back-
ground of the group you will discover it to be a tree covered
with ivy. In front of this stands a young worn n, arms out-
stretched, and two children leaning against her for support.
To press the analogy too far would be to ruin its subtlety.
Thayer's message is beautifully expressed in color and form,
and light, and only a language artist could translate it for you.
It was ever the habit of Thayer to glorify womanhood.
Kis central figure he has endowed with its true spirit. She has
the simplicity and dignity that was known in Greek art at its
best. A young goddess might have stood thus, strong, substan-
tial, secure, amply able to offer protection to the two little
figures huddling close beside her. Could any raessa :e be more
clearly spoken?
5. Devotion
Fettle: The Vigil
This is an historic painting dealing with the
all-night vigil requirec ofthe candidate for knighthood in the
night preceding the conl erment of his title. The candidate is
here shown before an altar. Kneeling on the flo :>r of the spac-
ious church which is copied from St. Bartholomew's, Smithfield,
England, he patiently holds aloft the cross-hilt of his sword.
In front of the altar lie- all his armor. He himself is dressed
in a white robe with a long red cape of rich brocaded material.
These two colors are symbolical of courage and purity, the qual-
ities essential in a knigh
.
The moment pictured here shows the dawn, stealing
in at the window, while with wan and haggard face the candidate
still faces the altar, all unknowing that his night of visions and
1
1..
prayer is over. His eyes are still full of devotion. And his
attitude may well represent the final attitude of this long
vigil, uhen the candidate pledges himself anew to his ideals of
purity and courage. He has visioned good as a value and through
life he will take with him the memory of his pledge. It -.'ill
keep Mm strong in many places 'vhere danger-, both moral and
physical, lurk. He finds himself ever growing in character and
personality 30 long as he remains true to his ideal.
To catch a glimpse of value beyond material values,
early in youth, as did this youth, is to know the richness and
fulness of life. Though that glimpse may not seem attainable we
can go toward it bravely with our feet on the ground and our eyes
raised to the stars, for the vision and its pursuit are of in-
finite worth, though complete realization of the ideal is never
achieved.
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SUMMARY
In this discussion I have attempted to 7;rove that art
is an effective means of teaching ideals to middle adoiescer.cs.
To most effectively make this study, it se ..med best to examine
separately each of the three subject- and then briefly to show
the relationship of each to all.
Lay first consideration was the nature of the child of
middle adolescence. Following the method of discussion used
by some psycho logists, I discussed the cognitive-affective-
conative system of the child, each pha.se being given individual
treatment. The general conclusion reached was that the child
did not show any ne-r developments at this period. But that each
apparently new development had roots in the oast, and in adoles-
cence those roots dig dom deeper into consciousness and life be-
comes richer, more Intense, more beautiful. It was see-n that
these senta 1 developments effected changes in character. The
adolescent has a much stronger social consciousness than does
the younger child, because he has keener powers of appreciation
and judgment. This social consciousness manifest? itself in
altruism, pother for organization, and desire for activity. That
these are new developments of old capacities is the position
taken. Ideals and enlightened conscience accompany the aroused
social consciousness. The three together show us c rtain defin-
ite needs of the adolescent. •
1. Intellectual, emotional and volitional training.
2. Right Ideals and an enlightened conscience.
Considering these ne.ds of adolescence, the method of
teaching ideals was discussed. It was seen that that ideal must
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be challenging; to thought, emotions and will* Right Judgment
must be developed, that values, with which to establish the
ideal may most readily be recognizee!. The mere establish! Og
of a habit or memorizing of a code is not sufficient. The
whole personality must be summoned to activity to establish the
ideal.
That art can do this is seen to be true as it makes the
same appeals that the ideal does - the mental, emotional and
volitional. The appeal of art to the eye thru color, line and
form, its emotional and intellectual stimulus make it a most
effective means for the teaching of values and ideals. It an-
swers the demand for an appreciation of beauty in middle adol-
escence* There are forces in the adolescent nature demanding
both art and ideals. We merely satisfy a natural desire when
we teach ideals thru art to the youth.
To demonstrate the method of appeal thru its use, it
was necessary to select certain virtues, which might be portray-
ed in painting. It appeared to me that the most valuable ones
to choose for the development of adolescent character were the
true, the beautiful, and the good. They are so inter-related as
to best develop an integrated personality and charact .r if all
these are used. It la their absbiact nature which makes them
most valuable to the adolescent as a center around which to organ
ize all other virtus a.
Finally, the position taken seces to be altogether ten-
able from its practical as well as its theoretical aspects. It
has historic precedent and therefore is not an innovation. It
has been recommended, not as the method, but as one method by
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which to develop character. If It is not a sufficient instru-
ment in and of Itself, it ia an effective moan a to Increase the
efficiency of other methods, for art reerely fails to aps?al
to the human snirit.
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APPENDIX I
.
Loral Codes
A. Sc ] Code:
The Scout Oath -
"On my honor I will do my bent to do my duty to $96
and my country and to obey the scout law; to help other people
at all tl r.s; to keep myself physically strong, mentally awake,
and mora1 ly s tra ight •
"
The Scout Law -
1. " A. scout is trustworthy . A scout's honor is to be
trunted. If he were to violate hie Sohor by telling a lie or by
cheating, or- by not doing exactly a given task, when trusted on
his honor, he may be directed to hand over his scout badge."
2. "A scout is loyal. He i^ loyal to all to whom loy-
alty is due; Ills scout leader, his home and parents, and country."
3. "A scout is helpful. He must be prepared at any
time to save lire, help injureel persons, an- s vare the home duties.
Me mu3t do at least one good turn for somebody every day."
4. " \ Eco'.r Is friendly. He is a friend to all and a
brother to every other scout."
5* " '• scout is courteous . He is polite to all, es-.
nedally to women
,
children, old peonl
,
and the weak and help-
lea? He must not take pay for being heloful or courteous."
6. n£ scout is kind . He is a friend to animals. He
will not kill nor hurt any living creature ne jllesr ly, out will
strive to save and protect all harmless life."
7. " A scout Is obedient. He obeys his parents, scout-
master, patrol leader, and all other duly constituted authorities."
3. " A. scout is cheerful, lie smiles whenver he can.
"is obedience to orders 1 s prompt and cheery. He never shirks nor
grumb le s at hardship a .
"
9. "A scoul is thrifty. He does not wantonly destroy
property. He works faithfully, weste^ nothing, and makes the best
use of his opoortunl&ies. He saves his money ao that he may pay
his own way, be generous to those in need, and helpful to worthy
objects. He may work for pay but must not receive tips for
courtestes or good turns.
-r
II 4
10. "A scout la brave . He has the courage to face
danger in spite of f~o r a -id to stand u-- for the right against
the coaxings of friends or the .Jeers or threats of enemies, and
defeat does not down hira. rt
11. "A sco lit is clean. He keepa cj. •; in body and
thought, stands for clean speech, clean aoort, clean habits, and
travels "Tlth a clean crowd,*
12. % sco .'t la reverent. He Is reverent toward God.
He la faithful in 'his rsllgtottfl duties, and resnects tiie convic-
tions of others in matters of cuctora and religion. " (l)
B. Hutchins Code:
"1. The Law of Health:
The good American tries to gal and to ep per-
fect health,
2. The Law of Self-control:
The good American controls hinself.
3. The Lies of Sslf- reliance:
The good American is self-reliant.
4. The Law of Reliability:
The good American is reliable,
5. The Law of Glean Play:
The good American plays fair.
6. The Law of Duty:
The go id *nerican oes his duty.
7. The Lav/ of 'Jo xl . ^rkmanahlp:
The good American tries to do tht right thing in
the right ray.
8. The Law of Team-work:
The good American works in friendly co-operation
with his fellow workers.
9. The Law o f "Kindness:
The good American is kind.
(1) Chartera, W.W., The Teaching of Id;als P. 59
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10, The Law of Loyalty:
The s0od American li loyal." (l)
"The Law of Reliability:
The £0~>'l American is reliable:
Cur country grows great and
:
;po- as hop citi-
zens are able moreful^y to trust each other. Therefore:
1. T will be honest in word and in set. I will
not lie, sneak, or pretend, nor will I keep the truth from those
who have a right to it.
2* I will not do wrong in the hope of not be-
ing found o\ttx I cannot, hide the truth from myself and cannot
often hide it from others.
3. I will not ta':e without permission what does
n:>t belong to me.
4. I will do promptly wliat I have promised to
do. If I have made a foolish promise, I will at once confer??., my
mistake, and I 7/ili try to make good any harm which my mistai:;.
may have caused. I will so speak and act that people will find
it easier to trust each other. " (2)
C. Stephens Col lore Code:
"Stephens College girls will strive to be:
Tireless and forceful in d.oing
"verythine they set their minds to do;
roud of their natural endownent of
Health and determined to guard it.
v.r willing to discipline themselves;
Never failing in ofteerfuTnes
a
and poise;
Sincere and hon - 1 in word' and deed;
Courteous in speech and action,
Overlooking L ; false social barriers;
Lovers of careful and exsct scholarship
,
Lovers
,
too, of beauty , wherever found;'
iwmT reverent toward the spiritual ;
•'enerouc in womanly 94 x'vice , whether
Enlisted, for home, friend, or com. vanity. " (3)
(1) Charters, ".V,., The Teaching of Ideals P. 51.
(2) Ibid, P. 52.
(3) Ibid, P. 60.
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